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Commodities down in
first quarter of 1991
STAFF REPORT
MURRAY. KY

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
BEIJING — Chinese officials today approved the death
penalty for some drug and pornography cases, and they
replaced the security chief who
failed to quell last year's prodemocracy movement.

STATE
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A
National Guard military police
unit in Louisville was called-to
active duty Thursday and a second was put on alert, the
Department of Military Affairs
announced. The affected soldiers include 62 state, city and
county police officers, sheriff's
deputies and jail guards, the
department said.

SPORTS
NEW YORK — Mike Tyson
filed suit in an attempt to stop
the next heavyweight championship bout, saying he and not
George Foreman should have
the first opportunity to challenge
champion Evander Holyfield.
The lawsuit, filed in Manhattan's federal court, also seeks
S10 million in damages from the
WB-A, the IBF and officers of
the two organizations.

I3USINESS
NEW YORK — A transformer explosion and fire in Lower
Manhattan delayed stock trading
nationwide for 90 minutes, a
reminder that Wall Street's
sophisticated computer systems
are vulnerable to unforeseen
calamities.

FORECAST
Tonight: Cloudy and mild
with a 50 percent chance of
showers. Low around 50. South
wind 5 to 10 mph.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.9, +0.6 below 336.8, -10.5
Barkley Lake
355.5, -0.2 below 339.7, 0.0
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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Kentucky will receive over 1.4
million pounds of surplus federal
commodity foods in the first three
months of 1991, barely half the
amount received for the same period a year ago, officials announced
Thursday.
Social Insurance Commissioner
Mike Robinson said congressional
action to reauthorize commodity
distribution is a significant help to
thousands of Kentuckians who

More warships get
Gulf orders: Bush
says no progress
on peace talks
By BRIAN MURPHY
Associated Press Writer

A warship convoy including two
U.S. aircraft carriers have orders
today to set sail for the Persian
Gulf less than three weeks before a
U.N. deadline for Iraq to leave
Kuwait or face possible war.
Also today, the Pentagon .was
reported to be planning inoculations for troops against germ war(Cont'd on page 2)

depend on the program. But
because of the cutback, some of the
items previously available will not
be distributed in January.
Mike Cash, project coordinator
of the federal surplls commodity
program for the Purchase Area
Development District (PADD), said
today that cutbacks may affect this
area, "but as far as I know, very
mildly. We're planning on receiving food like we normally do."
From January through March,
Kentucky will receive 756,000
pounds of flour, 252,000 pounds of
corn meal, 252,000 pounds of rice
and 186,000 pounds of cheese.
Because of tne limited amount of
cheese the state will receive, it will
be distributed only in limited areas,
Robinson said. The cheese will be
provided to organizations who
were next on the list to receive it
when cheese distribution was
halted in April 1988.
Robinson reported that peanut
butter, honey and butter, which had
been distributed previously, will
not be available.
Cash said that PADD currently
has peanut butter and honey in its
warehouse, although there is no
butter in stock; therefore, peanut
butter and honey will be among the
items distributed in January.
The next distribution date for
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Wet work

James W. Erwin ignores the cold and damp conditions Thursday morning to do some shoveling at his
home. Temperatures are expected to climb into the high 50s today to melt most of Thursday night's
snowfall.

ers in win spirit through 'pro bon6 work
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

This holiday season, Murray
attorney Don Overbey is giving
just a little bit more than usual.
He, along with many other local
attorneys, have pledged this year to
provide hours of free, "pro bono"

Coal barge hits
the Ohio River
bridge at Cairo
CAIRO, Ill. (AP) — A coal
barge struck the Kentucky
Bridge in the Ohio River, forcing police to close the structure
temporarily to traffic, authorities said.
There were no reports of
injuries in the incident Thursday, said Illinois State Police
Sgt. Vern Dreyer.
State engineers from Kentucky and the Illinois Department of Transportation examined the bridge and it was
reopened about 3.4 hours after
the early evening accident.
"They found that there was
no serious structural damage
but there was some minor damage and we'll take a look at that
in the morning," 1DOT spokesman Dick Adorjan said Thursday night. "At this point the
bridge is safe and they reopened
it.,,
A string, or "tow," of 30
barges was traveling past the
bridge just after 5 p.m. when
one of the barges hit the structure, breaking the tow apart,
said Chief Warrant Officer
Ernest Presher of the U.S.
Coast Guard in Paducah, Ky.
Adorjan said the barge struck
one of the main bridge piers,
gouged the concrete and sunk.
Just after 8:40 p:m.. Illinois
State Police reofened the
bridge, which carries traffic
across the river on U.S. 51-62
between this southern Illinois
city and Wickliffe, Ky.

— meaning "for the public good"
— legal services for perscins of
limited means.
David L. Yewell, president of
the Kentucky Bar Association,
announced earlier this week that
more than 1,389 Kentucky lawyers
have donated or pledged to donate
37,997 hours of their time to local

"pro hono" programs.
(WKVLP) in Madisonville. Eighty
"Public "service has always been
lawyers have pledged a total of
a professional characteristic asso2,450 hours in free work through
ciated with the role of being a good
the WKVLP.
Kentucky lawyer," Ycwell said.
Most of the "pro bono" work
Overbey's role in this comes
recently has gone toward servicethrough the Kentucky Bar Associamen and women preparing to go
tion a id the Western Kentucky . overseas as part of Operation
Vo
teer Lawyers Project Desert Shield, according to

Unlucky number

Over,
-Nlany servicemen have wished
to prepare wills and excerise powers of attorneys (before they left)."
Overbey said.
Elderly residents and those
experiencing hardsHis also seek
(Cont'd on page 2)

Some defeated lawmakers
may return as lobbyists
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If a
.• lerested in. "observing" the
special session is called in January. development of solid-waste legislasome -lawmakers who didn't win
-but is not directly involved
re-election may be back anyvvay —
in those issues."
as lobbyists.
A group of lawyers is negotiatSenate Democratic Whip Helcr. ing. wIth McBee to lobby for an
Garrett of Paducah, Rep. Bill alternative to Wilkinson's tough
McBee, D-Burlington, and Sen. proposal on drunken driving.
Bill Clouse, D-Richmond, all may
Florence attorney Wilbur M.
be in a new role in Frankfort.
Zevelv sent a letter to defense
The three are among 25 incum- attorneys across the state last week
bents who will not return because telling them McBee "has been
they either retired or were defeated! hired as a lobbyist to stop the pasGov. Wallace Wilkinson has said
he plans to call a special legislative sage" of Wilkinson's proposed
drunken-driving bill.
session next month shortly after the
biennial organizational session dur(Cont'd on page 2)
ing the week of Jan. 8.
Wilkinson, who as governor
calls and sets the agenda for Special sessions, said issues he will
put on the agenda include: solidwaste management, a tougher
drunken driving law, a replacement
for a vote fraud law recently declared unconstitutional, and financial incentives for major new proStaff Report
jects announced by Delta Air Lines
Murray Ledger & Times
and Scott Paper.
Garrett said she has tentatively
Due to the New Year's Day holiagreed to lobby for a Calvert City
day, many city and county governcompany she declined to identify.
ment offices have released inforShe said she felt she could conmation concerning changes in
tinue to work for economic deveoffice hours.
lopment in her district by lobbying
City Hall offices will be open all
for some of the companies there.
day Monday, New Year's Eve, but
"I will be representing a comwill he closed all day Tuesday,
pany in Calvert City. But I'd rather
according to a spokesperson.
not say who it is because I've not
The Murray Fire Department
signed a contract yet," Garrett
said. She said the company was (Cont'd on page 2)

Holiday closings
for community
are published

Number seven was unlucky for the driver of this car Thursday as icy
conditions turned Glendale Road into a skating rink. Local authorities warn residents to keep driving to a minimum during cold, icy
conditions.
Staff photo by Mart Cooper
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Lawmakers...

But McBee and Zevely said
Thursday they have not yet reached
an agreement.
"They haven't made a solid
offer. There's no agreement. I told
them I'd talk to them Jan. 1, after
my term ends," McBee said. "I'm
not sure $15,000 is quite high
enough, when you consider the cost
of your room and your meals."
Asked why the letter says the
group has. hired McBee, Zevely
said, "I would hope that would
encourage people to contribute."
Zevely, who said the letter was
sent on behalf of many attorneys
who are concerned about Wilkinson's DUI proposal.
Clouse recently took a job as
director of intergovernmental services for the Kentucky League of
Cities — a role in which he may do
some lobbying next month.
Clouse said he accepted his post
at the League of Cities recently and
has not yet been involved in legislative matters. But he said the
league may ask him to get involved
in some of the issues confronting
the special session and, if so, he'll
register as a lobbyist.
Members of Congress are prohibited from lobbying Congress for a
year after they leave office under
part of a 1989 ethics law. But there
is no such law in Kentucky affecting state legislators.
"There are some other circumstances which could„present a problem," said Sen. Ed O'Daniel, a
Democratic from Springfield who
is chairman of the Board of Ethics
of the General Assembly.
But he said in the cases of Garrett, McBee and Clouse, —There
appears to be no conflict whatsoever — not even a remote
appearance."

(Cont'd from page 1)
"The fees and expenses for Mr.
McBee total $15,000. Please do
what you can as a leader and
defense lawyer in your local area to
raise money to contribute to Mr.
McBee's costs," Zevely said in the
letter.

Benton family hurt
following collision
with snow grader
Four Benton residents were
injured in a two-vehicle accident
Thursday, according to a published
report.
Phillip Warmth, 39, his wife
Pam, 36, and their sons, Scott, 11,
and Trent, 15, were all treated and
released at" the Marshall County
Hospital after their track was
struck by a state highw ay road
grader which was clearing snow off
Kentucky 408 around 3:37 p.m.,
according to the report.
Police said the driver of the
grader, whose name was unavailable, lost control of the eastbound
grader while trying to avoid Warmath's oncoming car on a curve
about a mile and a half west of
Benton.
The driver of the grader was not
reported injured.

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800432-9346
KENTUCKY GANNET FOR HUNAN
RESOURCES

PUBLIC NOTICE
The City of Murray and the Murray-Calloway County Park Board
will be accepting Christmas trees this year as LlService to area residents. Trees can be dropped off at the parking lot 'adjacent to the
Murray-Calloway County park's office on Payne Street in the old City
Park. The trees will be run through a chipping machine by city and
park personnel and the resulting mulch will be placed around playground equipment in the park. The Murray Area Recycling Committee
and Optimist Club have also volunteered to assist in the effort. Trees
will be accepted from Christmas through January .,5, 1991. Residents
are asked to please remove all tinsel from the trees. In an effort to save
landfill space, trees will not be pickd up by the city's sanitation
department as a part of the regular garbage collection service.

DESIGNER WHITE MICROWAVE
OVEN/VENT HOOD
• Designer White cabinet
controls
• Independent countdown
timer
.
- • Cook code Roast code
• 10 heat levels
• Touch controls
• Thermometer probe

Big Innis microwave
ono Interior
• Work light vent
• 1 0 Cu tt

liMegk Chef'
We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center

Hwy. 641 North

INext to Cain's AMC Jeep)
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Paul Harris Fellows

Russia declares
Jan. 7 official
Christmas; first
time since 1917
MOSCOW (AP) — The parliament of the Russian Federation, the largest Soviet republic,
voted Thursday to make the
Jan. 7 Russian Orthodox Christmas an official holiday for the
first time since the 1917
Revolution.
Its decision came in response
to an appeal by the Patriarch of
Moscow and all-Russia, Alexy
11, the national news agency
Tass reported, and is effective
only in Russia, which comprises two-thirds of all Soviet
territory.
Ruslan Khasbulatov, leader
of the Russian Congress of People's Deputies, said other religious groups "will be respectfully considered in the same
spirit" if they apply for
recognition.
The Orthodox church marks
Jan. 7 as Jesus' birthday. Most
other countries celebrate Christmas on Dec. 25.
The Bolsheviks banned official religious celebrations after
the Communist revolution.
Since then, Jan. 7 has not been
an official holiday, although
many clandestine services were
held.
It wasn't known how the
resolution would affect celebrations in other republics, particularly the predominantly Catholic Baltic states that have led the
way in declaring sovereignty
from the Kremlin.
The national legislature has
passed a law on freedom of
religion but has not declared
any official holidays on religious dates.
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Roy M'cKendree, Joe Belcher and Virginia Gantt, from left, were each honored as Paul Harris Fellows
Thursday by the Murray Rotary Club. Wilson Gantt, at right, a past Dist. 671 Governor of Rotary
1984-85 and husband of Virginia, at right, made the presentations. The award honors individuals for years
of dedicated service to the Rotary Club, the community and a donation of $1,000 to Rotary International
for its projects. The three bring to a total 42 Paul Harris Fellows from, the Murray Rotary Club.

Autopsy fails to
shed light on the
death of inmate

Holiday may delay
garbage pickup
for city customers

EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) — An
autopsy failed to shed any new
light on the death of a 33-year-old
Kentucky State Penitentiary inmate
who died in his cell Christmas
night. officials said.
Gary Williams' body was found
by guards in his bunk in Cellhouse
4 about 11:15 p.m. CST.
"We're not sure when he died,
but all indications are that it was a
suicide," said Prison spokesman
Barry Banister.
(Cont'd from page 1)
"It wasn't a violent death," said
ottices will also be open on Mon- Lyon County Coroner Kyle Dunn.
day but closed Tuesday, according "It's going to take the toxicology
to reports. Firemen will also be on tests" to determine the exact cause
duty regardless of the holiday,
of death.
The Murray Police Department
Dunn said those test results
will have officers on duty both aren't expected to be
completed for
days but offices will be closed all '—another two weeks.
day Tuesday.
Williams was serving a 25-year
The Calloway County Judge/
sentence
from Hickman County for
Executive's office will be open
first-degree robbery and possession
Monday but closed Tuesday.
The Calloway County Clerk's of a handgun by a felon. He was
office and the Calloway County scheduled to go before the parole
Attorney's office will be closed board in January, Banister said.
Williams was also wanted in
both Monday and Tuesday.
Alabama
and faced the possibility
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department will be open until noon of a lengthy prison term there,
Banister said.
on Monday but closed Tuesday.
The Calloway County Library
will be open Monday but closed all
day Tuesday.
The Murray Ledger & Times
will be open until noon on Monday
but will be closed all day Tuesday.

Closings...

Florida woman
shot, killed while
feeding horses
in McCracken Co.

Lawyers...

Due to the New Year's holiday,
the customers of the Murray Sanitation Department are requested to
place garbage out on the regularly
scheduled day but routes may run
one day late in some areas.
The Sanitation Department
appreciates cooperation in this matter and for any questions about
routes, please call the department
at 762-0330.

Several injured by
shotguns shells in
Marshall house fire
BRIENSBURG, K y. (AP) —
Several people were injured when
shotgun shells exploded inside a
house that was on fire.
"It was one of the strangest
things I've ever seen," Marshall
County Deputy Sheriff David Maddox said. "I spent 10 minutes after
I got to the hospital looking at my
pants and coat to be sure I hadn't
been hit. How it missed me, I'll
never know."
Injured in the early-morning
incident Wednesday at Paul Thomas Clark's house were Larry Gibson, 34; his wife, Felecia Gibson,
33; and Tammy McKendree, 21, all
of Benton and all relatives of
Clark. All were treated at Marshall
County Hospital for pellet wounds,
mostly to the legs and arms.
The fire began when Clark's
father, John, left his Oldsmobile
station wagon running beneath a
car port to warm it up. The car
burst into flames, which later
spread to the house.
The injured had come to see if
they could help him salvage something from the burning house.
Noting was saved.

A Florida woman was shot and
killed as she and members of her
(Cont'd from page 1)
family were feeding horses late
legal services through "pro bono" Thursday night in
McCracken
ways, he said.
County, according to a published
Although Overbey was named as
report.
a participant in the WKVLP, virtuNelda Mason Chumbler, 52, of
ally all attorneys do "pro bono"
Brandon,
Fla., was killed after
work, "some of it involuntarily,"
being struck by a single bullet to
Overbey said.
the upper left side of her chest,
Overbey, who is also a volunteer
according
to a report from
for Habitat for Humanity, said
McCracken County Coroner Jerry
lawyers are sometimes quick to
Beyer.
help individuals in need in spite of
She was shot after she, her hustheir heavy workloads because of a
band and 4-year-old grandson went
desire to repay the community in
to a barn on the New Liberty
A arion woman collapsed and
which they live.
Church Road in northwest died after trying to get out of her
"The practice of law has been
McCracken County located about a overturned car following a one-car
awfully good to me and my family
mile
from the home of Chumbler's. accident Thursday, according to a
and I feel I have to give something
in-laws to feed apples to hofrses, published report.
back to the people of this communaccording to the report.
Rachael'Mae Alexander, 64, of
ity," Overbey said. "Sure, it's a
Police are still unsure if the
Rt. 9, Marion, was pronounced
burden, but anytime you do volunshooting was a homicide or an dead at the scene by Livingston
teer work, it doesn't seem like a
accident. The incident is still under County Coroner Harry Van Smith.
burden. It's something you don't
investigation.
Kentucky State Police said Alemind doing."
xander's husband, Alta, 62, was
driving their car on U.S. 60 about a
mile west of Smithland when the
car hit a patch of ice, spun several
times, left the road and overturned,
Read the want ads daily
according to police.
The couple, however, was not
injured in the accident, police said.
Mrs. Alexander, apparently suffering from bad health, collapsed
411..4 ,.1.
while trying to get out of the car,
stiti.• ...-. •
according to reports. She was pro..: .7.-.• r
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nounced dead -a) 6:30 a.m., officials
said.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
fare, and scritor U.S. officials were
quoted as saying President Bush
favors a quick, short war that could
save American lives.
About 16,000 sailors and Marines were scheduled to leave East
Coast ports for the gulf today
aboard 17 ships, including the aircraft carriers America and Theodore Roosevelt from the Norfolk
Naval Base in Virginia.
Navy officials said it should be a
two-week voyage, putting the
ships' arrival in time for the U.N.
deadline. Three U.S. carriers — the
Kennedy, Saratoga and Ranger —
are already in the gulf.
More than 400,000 U.S. troops
are expected to be deployed in the
gulf by mid-February. Iraq, which
invaded Kuwait Aug. 2, reportedly
has more than 500,000 troops in
Iraq and southern Kuwait.
The New York Times reported
today that inoculations of soliders
against biologicql weapons could
begin "within a matter of weeks."
Army Lt. Col. Steve Roy, a
spokesman for the Department of
Defense, declined comment Thursday night about the report.
Iraqi. President Saddam Hussein
has repeatedly denied having
weapons, based on viruses
and bacteria that can spread diseases such as typhoid and cholera.
Iraq has used chemical weapons
against its. Kurdish population and
against Iran.
Lt. Gen. Calvin Waller said last
week that he did not believe the
United States was prepared for a
full attack on Jan. 15, and several
recent media reports said Bush was
told that Waller's assessment has
wide support among officers in the
gulf.
But Bush said Thursday: "Don't
believe those reports you're reading" and noted he was "very comfortable" with the firepower on
hand.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
commodity foods in Calloway
County will be Jan. 24 at the County Road Building on East Sycamore
Street in Murray.
The following distribution date
in Calloway County will be March
28. Cash said that he did not know
what foods will be available at that
time, but he is optimistic that cutbacks should not affect PADD
significantly.
Kentucky received 1.4 million
pounds of commodities in the
October—December period, but got
2.6 million pounds in January—
March 1990.
An estimated 100,000 Kentuckians benefit from the federal
suplus commodity program. About
800 families from Calloway County benefit from the program.
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Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

JEWELERS
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Hwy. 6.11 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380
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'Lotto America' scheduled
to begin in Kentucky Jan. 10
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Lot- grand prize winner, all the particito*America, a high stakes Pick Six
pating states will contribute to us
game offered in several states, will
when we have a Kentucky grand
start in Kentucky on Jan. 10, when
prize winner."
the Commonwealth joins the MultiWith the addition of Kentucky
64•1
State Lottery Association (MUSL) and Delaware, which is scheduled
.
which sponsors the game. "Kento begin later in January, the poputucky will become the fifteenth
lation base for Lotto*America
member of MUSL," said Jim
grows to 39 million people and sigHosker, president of the lottery, nificantly expands the potential for
Keven Knight concentrates on his pool game at Main Street Youth'
and we hope the jackpot will be
large jackpots. Other members are
Center. The center is hosting a New Year's celebration beginning at 8
huge when we start sales on JanuIowa, Kansas, Oregon, Rhode
p.m. on New Year's Eve. Mike Walter, center director, invites area
ary 10."
Island, West Virginia, Missouri,
youth to attend.
Lotto*America is a game similar
Wisconsin, Idaho, Montana, South
to Lotto Kentucky and played
Dakota, Maine, Minnesota. Indiana
through the same computer termi- and the District of Columbia.
nals. In the Lotto*America game,
Hosker said that, after Jan. 10,
players fill out a play slip at one of players in Kentucky will have a
the lottery's 1500 on-line retailers choice of games with a choice of
by picking six numbers from one to winnings. "There is Lotto*America
include the Main Street event with 54. Cost is SI for two plays. Draw- with its very large jackpots;
"It's Time To Make A Change"
Lotto
their plans for New Year's Eve. ings are held on Wednesday and
is the theme for the second New
Kentucky with a guaranteed miniLast year's celebration was Saturdays, and are televised from mum prize of SI million;
Year's Eve Celebration at Main
Pick
attended by more than 200 people. Des Moines, Iowa at 9:59 P.M. 'Three, the lottery's daily game
Street Youth Center.
in
The youth center board hopes for CST/10:59 EST.
The celebration will feature muswhich players win a fixed amount
an even larger attendance this year.
ical and dramatic presentations by
Lotto*America gives smaller if their three numbers are drawn
Events start at 8 p.m. at the cen- states a way to pool monies to cre- and the instant games which
Bo O'Brien from Nashville, Tenn.
proter which is located at 205 S. ate a large jackpot prize, according vide players smaller
as well as the musical talents of
winnings but
Fourth Street.
local music evangelists Jane and
to Hosker. The minimum jackpot greater chances. "Our goal is to
Curt Simmons.
for each drawing is S2 million, but provide a full line of products," he
In addition to these perfor"jackpots of $12 to 15 million are said. "We want to offer a game for
. mances, the evening will be filled
very common," he said. He added every Kentucky lottery player."
with games, music and music vidthat the largest jackpot has been
cos on a big screen television.
S39,860,000 which was won by a
"We want the evening to be
Rhode Island man on July 15,
filled with friends, fun and food,"
1989.
said Center Director Mike Walter.
"It is important to remember
Karen Greer, chairman of the board
that, despite it being a multi-state
of trustees, said that the event is
game, the, operating profits stay in
made possible largely because of
Kentucky to pay the dividend to
the support of local businesses who
the state, commissions to °fir retailare sponsoring the event. Pockets,
ers and the adminiStrative costs of
Roy's Pharmacy, Sammons Bakthe Kentucky Lottery," he said. "In
cry, Storey's Food Giant, Seven
fact, in the long run, all the money
Seas Restaurant and Piggly Wiggly
played in Kentucky will remain
arejust a few of the sponsors for
here. All the money players win for
the New Year's Eve party.
matching four or five of the six
Friday, Saturday &
Youth groups from local churnumbers remains here, and, though
ches are being encouraged to
Brdley
a
Kean O'Brien
we contribute to an out-of-state
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Relaxing by the pool

AI

Marcellous Foster, at left, enjoys a Saturday game of pikol sshile
Street Youth Center volunteer Clint Lester and Thurman Foster,
right, observes. The center is open Friday and Saturday evening.
from 6 p.m. to midnight.

O'Brien to be featured guest
at center's holiday celebration

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489

End-of-the-Year

CLEARANCE .

Cunningham to run
in 56th District
race in May, 1991
Bill Cunningham of Kuttawa,
former commonwealth attorney,
has announced his candidacy in the
56th Judicial District, which
includes Caldwell, Livingston,
Lyon and Trigg counties.
The non-partisan race will be on
the state primary in May, 1991,
with the two candidates receiving
the most votes qualifying for the
November general election. If only
two candidates file, they will automatically certify for the fall runoff.
Cunningham, who is seeking an
eight-year term, is expected to
oppose incumbent Judge Willard
Paxton of Princeton. The firing
deadline is Jan. 28.
Cunningham obtained more than
1,000 felony convictions from 1976
through 1988 before deciding not
to run again for commonwealth
attorney.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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34
35
36

1 Music
variety
4 Young cod
9 Jeff
Goldblum
role
12 Goddess of
healing
13 Avoid
14 Fish eggs
15 Exceedingly
variable
17 Lets fall
19 Plunges
20 — tree
21 Chills and
fever
23 Pacified
27 Mother of
pearl
29 Mohammedan
priest
30 Concerning
31 Choose
32 Smallest

2

1

3

37
39
42
43
44
46
48
51
52
54
55
56
57

Answer to Previous Puzzle

number
Lair
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Decree
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Evaluate
First man
— Dolphins
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Saltpeter
Arid
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PET
TEST
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DOWN
5 Embrace
6 Hurry
7 Hypothetical
force
8 Devote
9 Frozen dew
10 Cut on

1 Corded cloth
2 Ventilate
3 Manufactured
item
4 Leak through

4

5

5

7

14

15

16
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20
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9

8
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NEW YORK (AP) — Gasoline
at the pumps has fallen nearly 9
cents a gallon since the week
before Christmas, the biggest
weekly drop in prices since Iraq
invaded Kuwait, the American
Automobile Association said
Thursday.
Self-serve unleaded cost S1.282
a gallon this week, an AAA survey
of stations nationwide showed.
That's 8.9 cents lower than the
price on Dec. 18, and the lowest
since a gallon of gas cost $1.273
on Sept. 5.
Oil and gasoline prices have
been volatile since Iraq invaded
Kuwait on Aug. 2. Persian Gulf
countries produce a substantial portion of the world's crude oil, and
any disruption of supplies likely
would cause prices to soar.
But prices have been moderating
since mid-October on increased
prospects for peace in the gulf. Oil
buyers also had been worried about
a glut of oil, because users have
reduced consumption and oilproducers have accelerated their
output to make up for the loss of
oil from Iraq and Kuwait.
AAA said prices also fell this
week for higher grades of gasoline.
The average price for a gallon of
mid-grade unleaded was $1.368,
down 9.8 cents from Dec. 18. The
average price for a gallon of selfserve premium was $1.45, down 8
cents.
The average price for self-serve
regular gas was S1.287, down 7.4
cents.
The AAA Fuel Gauge Report is
based on a nationwide survey of
stations conducted by Computer
Petroleum Corp. of St. Paul, Minn.
AAA is based in Orlando, Fla.
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Gasoline prices
drop nearly nine
cents since Dec. 17
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11 Affirmative
16 Row
18 Paper
measure
20 Obstructs
21 Positive
pole
22 Stares
openmouthed
24 Climbing
plant
25 Build
26 Depressions
28 — Day
33 Great Lake
34 Neil of song
36 "Dream
38 Hard of
hearing
40 Talk idly
41 Big
45 ' — John'
46 Cut
47 Anger
48 Southeast
Asian
holiday
49 Cash ending
50 Song
53 Note of scale
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PERSPECTIVE
Letter to the Editor

If New Year's Eve is Regret,
New Year's Day is Hope
Dear Editor,
I hate New Year's Eve. I really
do.
And not just because it's sort of
a scary holiday, with the primary
tradition for many revelers focusing on the heartily spiked punch
bowl. (You think Halloween is
frightening? Try driving along a
lonely two-lane highway early New
Year's morning wondering whether
or not the person operating the
truck hurtling toward you was the
designated driver.)
No, the thing that really bugs me
about New Year's Eve is me. Or, at
least, the things that I've done during the past year. I can't help it.
Every New Year's Eve my conscience thinks it has to do one, of
those -Year in Review" numbers
on me. flashing back to the high1,ghts and lo lights of the previcus
1.'1. months. And for some reason, it
always seems to play like a sports
hlooper reel.
Let's go to the video tape:
— "Here's Joe resolving to give
tnore of himself to his children in
1990, and then, just hours later,
getting after them for interrupting
his enjoyment of the Rose Bowl.
— "Here he is on the bus, pretending to be so absorbed in that
magazine article that he doesn't
notice the tired young mother who
could really use some help wrestlinlg three active children and a
grocery bag."
— "Here he is ignoring the lonely boy from up the street as the
child silently stands on the sidewalk watching him play catch with
his son."
— "Here he is worrying more
about the impact of the Middle
East crisis on the price he'll pay
for gasoline than the very real price
cing paid by thousands of military
:nen .and women and their
amilies."
— "And here he is making up an
excuse for not donating blood. Or
'%iying light bulbs from the handicapped. Or taking his turn serving
in the soup kitchen. Or giving a
,couple of quarters to the man on
the street asking for spare change."
You get the picture? New Year's
Eve is to me what Christmas eve
was to Ebeneezer Scrooge — long
and humbling, filled with memories
of broken promises, shattered
dreams and unfilfulled potential.
Which is probably why I love
New Year's Day so much. Each
year it seems to me that Jan. 1
dawns brighter than any other day
of the year. Maybe it's because

Dec. 31 is such a downer. Or maybe it's just because Jan. 1 is what it
is: a clean slate, a fresh piece of
paper, a blank canvas, an empty
room — pick your favorite metaphor. New Year's day is a new
beginning, a chance to make a
fresh start. If Dec. 31 is Regret.
Jan. 1 is Hope.
There are a number of things I'll
be hoping for this New Year's
Day: a peaceful 1991, for one
thing, and maybe a more equitable
distribution of prosperity worldwide. But let's be honest — there
isn't a lot that one individual acting
independently can actually do
about such things. I can hope for
world peace, but unless I get a
little help from Saddam Hussein,
George Bush and about a million
other world leaders and opinion
shapers, it's just not going to
happen.
But there are some things that I
can do something about in 1991. I
can do less lecturing and more listening with my children. I can perform an anonymous act of service
each week. .1 can consume a little
less of the earth's natural resources
each day, and do a better job of
recycling what I do use. I can write
encouraging letters to effective
public servants and to film and
television producers who create
worthwhile entertainment. I can be
less-absorbed and more understanding, less demanding and more
tolerant, less judgmental and more
con:passionate.
None of which is going to set
this planet on its ear this year. But
that's OK because the fact is, I'm
not going to change the entire
world all by myself. No matter how
kind and gentle I am, harshness
and cruelty will, unfortunately,
continue to exist somewhere. Still,
I can make my little piece of the
planet a better place on which to
live. That's about all any of us can
do. But if enough of us are out
there trying to do the best we can
do, and if we're looking out for
each other — and for our children
and for our children's children —
the world becomes less intimidating because we know we're not
alone. We've got friends. We've
got family.
And maybe we've even got some
New Year's Eve memories to savor
— not regret.
Sincerely,
Joseph Walker, a bishop in
The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints
50 East North Temple Street
Salt Lake City, Utah, 84150

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
The home of Murray Art Guild
at 103 North Sixth St., former Will
Linn home, has been added to
Survey of Historic Sites in Kentucky by Kentucky Heritage
Commission.
Ann Paschall Wilson, chief
deputy to Calloway County Circuit
Court Clerk Frances Shea since
1979, has announced her intentions
to file for the office of Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk in the
May 1981 Democratic Primary
Election. Mrs. Shea, whose term
will expire Dec. 31, 1981, said she
would not file for reelection
because of health reasons.
Jeanna Cooper and Leland Steely
in Senior Division and Jennifer Jarrett and Denese Cunningham in
Junior Division were named as
Outstanding 4-H members in
Courier-Journal Award of
Excellence.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Dunn will be
married for 50 years on Dec. 29.f
Twenty years ago
Tennessee Valley Authority has
started construction on developing
Brandon Springs Group Camp in
Land Between the Lakes.
The Murray Electric Board has
created a scholarship plan which
has been adopted by Tennessee
Valley Authority as a model scholarship plan for other municipalities in the valley who chpose to
follow the local board's example.
The minimum potential is S12,500.
The children and grandchildren
of the late Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Parker held a dinner and family reunion
at Captain's Kitchen on Dec. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Audie Balentine
were married for 50 years on Dec.
27.
Thirty years ago
Kentucky Airport Development
Fund for Airport Projects has allo-

cated S15,000 for construction at
Murray-Calloway County Airport..
The Rev. Howard Nichols, pastor of First Christian Church, spoke
about "History of Christmas" at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club at
Murray Woman's Club House. He
was introduced by John Simpson,
program chairman.
Essie Caldwell, Anna Huic and
Mary A. Garner had high individual single games in Magic Tri Bowling League the past week at
Corvette Lanes.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Elkins, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Hershell Robertson and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James B.
Barrow.
Forty years ago
Holmes Dunn, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hub Dunn, and Billy Erwin,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hub Erwin.
have volunteered for service in
Army Air Force. They are now in
training at San Antonio, Texas.
Bruce T. Maddox, 42, died yesterday from injuries sustained in a
car-truck collision on Highway 68,
ten miles east of Hopkinsville.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Wyatt, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Mathis, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Palmer
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Bucy, Dec. 22; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene .Smotherman,
Dec. 23; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
C.E. Boswell and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Garnett Adams, Dec. 25: a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Kelly
Ellis, Dec. 26.
James L. Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Smith, and Joe Pat
Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Orville Anderson, all of Murray,
received their Bachelor of Science
degrees in Pharmacy at University
of Tennessee at Memphis.
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Republican Party without a ship
The decision by William Bennett
not to accept the chairmanship of
the Republican National Committee
reinforces the seriousness of the
party's dilemma. The GOP is not
just a ship without a captain. Nor a
ship without a rudder. It is a party
without a ship! It has not sense of
direction, no destination in mind,
and no visible means of getting
there anyway.
President Bush went to Camp
David last weekend with a list of
candidates for the RNC post. It
would have been better if he had
taken a list of issues and positions
and party could use to redefine
itself and prove to the voters why
Republicans, not Democrats, ought
to be elected to office in 1992.
Sonic commentators saw Bennett's appointment as what the party needed. Bennett is a tough conservative, strong on a range of
issues that were used successfully
in the 1980s to not only control the
White House (and for six years the
Senate) but also control the debate
01 the political agenda. Yet the key
to Republican resurgence is not a
strong RNC chairman but a strong
President.
Before leaving for Camp David
last Friday, President Bush again
demonstrated his distaste for strong
stands on domestic issues when he
was asked his position on an Education Department decision to bar
most colleges from awarding scholarships based on race. The President said he was unsure and that he
had. p4ople studying the issue.

CAL'S
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THOUGHTS "1
By Cal
Thomas

At a time when other Republicans (notably Housing and Urban
Development Secretary Jack
Kemp) are trying to broaden the
party's appeal with an "empowerment" philosophy that would give
poor and middle class people more
control over their lives, the party
leader can't decide and won't settle
a fight that should never have been
started in the first place.
What conservative spokesman
Paul Weyrich has written about
conservatives could be said of all
Republicans: "Conservatives lack a
coherent, positive agenda." Call it
the "vision thing," as Bush has
deprecated it, or call it a platform
or agenda. Without it, there is no
compelling reason why people
should vote for Republicans.
What could the next RNC chairman and the current Republican
president do to restore and maintain GOP political hegemony?
The Republican Party should
reidentify itself with working men
and women. One of the great
strengths of Ronald Reagan was

the perception by Middle America
that he spoke for them. Reagan was
an encouragement to people on the
way up, who aspired to a better life
than they had and the same for
their children and grandchildren.
That's what "are you better off
than you were four years ago?"
was all about.
In the confusion over the tax
fiasco engineered by the Bush
White House and the Democratcontrolled Congress, Middle
American Telt left out. As a result,
a lot of Middle Americans are
beginning to believe what Democrats have been telling them: that
the GOP really is the party of the
rich and privileged.
Republicans also need to be perceived as a party with something to
say on the issue of basic values.
Most of Middle America is profoundly disturbed about the cultural
breakdown represented by Madonna, 2 Live Crew, federally funded
obscene art, condoms in the public
schools, abortion without parental
knowledge or permission, drugs,
crime in the streets, corruption in
Congress and a whole lot more.
It isn't enough to trot out the
tired old buzz words of "family
values" and the flag at election
time. These issues must be dealt
within the context of policy during
the entire life of the administration.
Democrats will not take positions on these issues...111g reflect
Middle American values. Republicans did in the 1980s, and that's
why the party did well. By the

1986 election, as they began to shy
away from such issues, they lost
control of the Senate and the GOP
began to suffer reverses.
The next RNC chairman can't be
what George Bush was to Richard
Nixon. He must be what Lee Atwater had been to George Bush: a
hard-hitting, principled, issuesoriented leader who knows what
Middle America wants and needs
and is not afraid of engaging in
ideological combat to get it.
It would help if the President,
not the RNC chairman, took the
lead on this. But after a lifetime of
accommodation, it is unlikely President Bush is going to forthrightly
confront these domestic issues.
That's why it is too bad that William Bennett won't be around to
lead the President in that direction.
Again, Weyrich has said it well:
"To be effective.., our agenda must
root itself in The ideals and beliefs
which Americans actually hold.
America is strong because of the
virtues which its people have historically lived and which they continue to live today. It is by identifying these cultural ideals and
formulating policy on the basis of
them that conservatives in the coming generation can articulate a sustainable governing agenda."
This has nothing to do with the
internal GOP debate Over whether
the poor should be economically
empowered, a proposal that some
conservatives call the "new paradigm." It has everything to do with
good - old common sense.
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Status-hungry find fountain ofyup
The young law)er took out a
fountain pen to make notes on what
we were talking about. It was a
lovely pen, made of some sort of
hard shell, covered with delicate
lacquer and trimmed in gold.
As he unscrewed the cap, I said:
"Beautiful pen. Is it an antique?"
"No," he said. -I got it a few
weeks ago."
"What kind is it?"
He told me the brand, but since
it sounded French, I have no idea
how it is spelled.
"It must have cost you a pretty
penny." I said.
He shrugged. "Quality doesn't
come cheap.'
He began to write, but made
nothing but scratch marks on his
note pad.
-Ah.". he said in disgust and
embarrassment, "out of ink."
I reached into my jacket pocket
and handed him my pen, the plastic
Bic ball point that is transparent so
you ctn sec it there's any ink
:nside.
"Try this," I said. "Very reliable.
And I think they go for about 90
.ents."
He looked at it with disdain, so I
reached into my pocket again and
took Oat a Paper Mate felt tip.
-Maybe you'll like this better. A
softer feel. I don't know what they
cost. I get them at the office by the
box." He opted for the felt tip and

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

seemed to write legibly with it.
When he finished, I asked: "I'm
curious. Why are you using a fountain pen'!"
He said: "Because the writing
looks hater."
I resisted the urge to sneer or
snicker. And to say that he drives
an expensive BMW because he
admire. the keen German engineering ark, wears an expensive Rolex
watch hecause if he happens to get
the urge to jump into Lake Michigan and swim 300 feet to the bottom, the Rolex won't spring a leak.
So I just asked: "When you went
to grammar school, did' they have
ink wells?"
"Have what?"
"Ink wells. In the desks. You
know, for dipping your pen in
when you wrote."
He shook his head. "No. We
used ball points or pencils."
Of course he did. He is an aging
baby boomer and by the time they
started writing in school, nobody
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thing sales.
The pen dealer said:
harkens
back to a simpler, more romantic
time. At least in the modern person's mind.
"I hate to use the woid yuppie,
but you've heard that they're trying
to return to quality. This is just
another example of that. They want
an easy way to show how far
they've gone and how fast they've
made it. Symbols are part of that.
"When you get beyond the symbols, though, it's just a real pleasure to write with a fountain pen.
The end result is something you
can look at and see and touch.
Because you have to slow down
and write carefully, the)'re easier
to read. They only downside .is
they require a bit of maintenance in
terms of keeping the nib clean and
filling it with ink."
Actually, I have to admire the
marketing skills that can persuade
tens of thousands of status-seeking
yups that they are better off with a
high-priced scribbling tool that
must be filled, maintained and
might leak, to something that will
do the job just as well for about 98
cents.
I wish- I could think of something that would make me instantly
rich. And maybe I have.
I'm going to stop by a few poultry shops and see what kind of deal
I can make for their leftover goose
feathers. .
We can call it the Genuine
Designer Writing Quill by La
Goof.
Don't laugh. If it 'as good
enough for old Billy Shakespeare,
how can a yuppie resist?

Jew
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Today In History

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Here are Thursday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
1-5-5.

Shell

was dipping scratchy pens in ink
wells. And hardly anyone was buying fountain pens.
But now they are the latest fad
luxury item for those who have not
vet shed the "when you got it,
'flaunt it" personality of the 1980s.
Twenty years ago, you could
hardly buy a fountain pen. Only a
few old-time 'custom penmakers
dealt in them. Now there are designer models costing as much as
S5,000.
Five big ones. Just to jot a note:
"Lunch next Tue. Call for reserv."
It's amazing how too much spare
cash or too many credit cards will
.iiddle the brain.
As part of the last generation to
grow up with ink-well pens and
fountain pens, I thought the ball
point pen was the greatest invention since the sugar cone.
No more running out of ink. Or
having to slop around with an ink
bottle to fill the pen. Or looking at
the inside of a suit jacket and seeing a big dark stain where the pen
leaked. Or dropping it and seeing
the nib (that's the tip) bent out of
shape.
And now they are one of the hottest status items in yuppiedom.
One of the city's biggest pen
dealers says: "Yes, baby boomers
are the biggest buyers. The 30- to
45-year-old range. This season
we've sold, well, it's in the
thousands."
Actually, that's good news for
the industries beyond peninaking.
It means there is the potential for
thousands of ink-splotched shirt
pockets and ink-splotched jacket
linings, which could stimulate clo-
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Today is Friday, Dec. 28, the 362nd day of 1990. There are three days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 28, 1917, an enduring hoax was born as the New York Evening Mail published "A Neglected Anniversary," a facetious essay by
H.L. Mencken on the history of bathtubs in America which asserted,
among other things, that Millard Fillmore was the first president to have a
bathtub installed in the White House. (To Mencken's disbelief, many
readers regarded his spoof as the truth.)
On this date:
In 1694, Queen Mary II of England died after five years of joint rule
with her husband, King William III.
In 1987, the bodies of 14 relatives of R. Gene Simmons were found at
his home near Dover, Ark., after Simmons went on a shooting spree in
Russellville that claimed two other lives. (Simmons was executed last
June.)
Ten years ago: President-elect Ronald Reagan denounced Iran's
demands for billion of dollars of its frozen assets in exchange for the
American hostages, calling the kidnappers "barbarians."
Five years ago: One of South Africa's most prominent white dissidents,
Molly Blackburn, was killed in a car crash outside Port Elizabeth along
with liberal politician Brian Bishop.
One year ago: Alexander Dubcek, the former Czechoslovakian Communist leader who was deposed in a Soviet-led Warsaw Pact invasion in
1968, was named chairman of the country's parliament.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Lew Ayres is 82. Actor Lou Jacobi is 77.
United Auto Workers union president Owen Bieber is 61. Actress Maggie
Smith is 56. Pianist Richard Clayderman is 37.
Thought for Today: "More persons, on the whole, are humbugged by
believing nothing, than by believing too much." — Phincas T. Barnum,
American showman (1810-1891).
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Sykes pledges

sey's Jewelers, which closed Dec.
24, and two daughters, Phyllis and
Mary Leslie.
Doug and Joe Ross Lookofsky of
Mayfield are opening a new busiMr. and Mrs. Jeddie Cathey of 1612 Main St., Murray, observed their
ness venture, Award Masters, deal64th wedding anniversary on Tuesday, Dec. 25.
ing with trophies, plaques and
No formal celebration was planned because of health reasons.
other memorabilia within a
Mr. and Mrs. Cathey were married Dec. 25, 1926, in Murray by the late
150-mile radius of Mayfield. Doug
Rev. J.H. Thurman, Baptist minister.
and his wife, Cheryl, live in
Mrs. Cathey, the former Lula B. Thomas, is the daughter of the late
Mayfield.
T.A. Thomas and Emma Lancaster Thomas.
Phyllis lives in Evansville, but
Mr. Cathey is the son of the late George Cathey and Gertie West
her only son, Brad Spann, is now
Cathey.
By Rainey Apperson
enrolled at Murray State UniversiThey have one daughter, Mrs. Reba Jo Maxey of Memphis, Tenn.
ty, and making his home with his
The passing of an era will occur
Their four grandsons are Joseph Maxey, David Maxey, Daniel Maxey
lished the first Lindsey's Jewelers grandparents, Al and Jean, at 203
Saturday, Dec. 29, when Lindsey's
and Randall Maxey.
and also an optometrist shop.
Jewelers closes its doors for the
He and his wife had graduated North Eighth St.
Their seven great-grandchildren are Chris Maxey, Cathy Maxey, Jessica
Mary Leslie is married to Chris
last time on the Court House from Bradley University in Peoria,
Maxey, Jeana Maxey, Joshua Maxey, Laura Lee Maxey and Zachary
Wooldridge and is working at PasSquare. For 77 years there has been
Maxey.
Ill., back in the early 1900's. Mrs.
chall
Truck Lines.
a Lindsey's Jewelers in Mayfield,
Lindsey did most of the hand
Al reminisced a little, "In years
and Murray has had one for 40 engraving and Mr. Lindsey ran the
past
it was the most fun creating
years. Talk about tradition!
optical shop.
and
designing beautiful gold
Alfred Lindsey Jr. and his father,
Our own Al Lindsey was in
and rings for folks.'
bracelets
Alfred Lindsey Sr., a very colorful
school out at Bradley University
Al
added,
"The jewelry business
character, purchased the store from
when his father, Alfred Sr., called has
changed
from
a
Hub Bailey back in 1950, which at
him home to buy the Murray store, a super markei Forjewelry store to
40 or 50 years
one time had been Thotnton's Drug
and start to work here.
Dismissals
Two newborn admissions, diswe
assembled
all
of
our diamond
Store, and Al. Jr. took over.
Mrs. Sherri Ferguson, Rt. 1, Box
One of his best moves was to ask rings, now everybody
expiration
at
missals
one
and
is doing it."
Alfred Leslie or A.L., as he was
31,
Jean Farris to marry him in January
"All
of
our
suppliers
have gone Murray-Calloway County Hospital No. Almo; Mrs. Teresa Sanchez,
called, Al's grandfather, bought the
1951. They have one son, Doug,
41 Shady Oaks Trailer Ct.,
have
Wednesday,
been
26,
Dec.
for
Mayfield store in 1913, and estabwho managed the Mayfield Lind- out of business. Inflation has taken released as follows:
Murray;
its toll."
Jason Smith, Rt. 1, Box 147,
Newborn admissions
Laughingly, Al told me that for
Murray;
Noble Adams, West View
Crisparents,
Jennings
baby
boy,
several years Lindsey's Jewelers
Nursing
Home, Murray; Mrs.
Sixth
Michael,
North
205
ta
and
made more money than Tiffany and
Myrtle Thornton, 706 Riley Ct.,
Company of New York. He says St., Murray;
Mitchell baby girl, parents, Sally Murray.
the small Mom and Pop store either
Expiration
Clay, P.O. Box 26, New
and
had to stay really small or change
Larry Steve Wilson, Rt. 3, Box
into big chains. His mother, Mary Concord.
228, Murray.
Alline, who lives in Mayfield, will
shed a few tears with the closings.
The drastic change in the jewelry
business came when the price of
gold went from about $100 an
ounce to S900 an ounce.
Reading the history of thd 77
1
years of this landmark business is
Frances Drake
very much like reading an economFOR St MAY,DECEMBER 30, 1990
ics and history lesson.
Al said he, his son, his father ARIES
possibilities. One friend is a pain in
and 'his grandfather "tried to do (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
the neck.
stuff for,people — but you can't
This is just not the day to get your PISCES
make a living doing that anymore." thoughts across to others. Misunder- (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Not all of Alfred's time has been standings could easily arise over both
You seem to be quite involved in
spent at Lindsey's. As most of you career and financial concerns. A other people's lives now,There may
not be as much time for family today
know, he -is a very talented -and friend too is fickle.
as you would prefer. Make a schedule
avid golfer. He was one of the TAURUS
and stick to it.
movers and shakers who built the (Apr.20 to May 20)
YOU BORN TODAY are more
There's
a
need
to
watch
expendiMurray Country Club back in the
tures now. A little bit here, a little bit versatile than thetypical member of
50's.
your sign, but also more likely to
When he retires he is planning to there, and before you know it, you scatter
your energies. You're a good
may have spent quite a sum. Meet
play a little golf, and he sighs and close ties halfway.
communicator but must avoid a
says "if my game gets better — I'll GEMINI
tendency to ;nag. You're at home in
play a lot of golf." Some of his (May 21 to June 20)
creative areas and life teaches you to
golfing buddies, such as Billy
Your offhanded manner could be responsible. At times you can be
Thurman, Gary Miller and Don offend or hurt a close tie now. Don't fixed in your ideas.
Robinson, will keep film out on the be so casual that others are left with
Call Frances Drake
the impression you don't care. Keep a
course for sure.
Your Personal Horoscope
Al misses his long-time golf safeguard on credit.
1 900 226 0360
partners, Dr. Q and Gassie Doran, CANCER
$I a minute
(June 21 to July 22)
but they aren't playing anymore
A partner's self-preoccupation
because of bad health.
could leave you feeling left out in the
Lindsey's Jewelers and what cold now. Too much coneern about
they have stood for in quality,
Jean Lindsey worked closely with her husband Alfred in the opera- vice and trust will sorely ser- little things could frazzle your nerves.
be
missed Seek relaxing pursuits.
tion of Lindsey's Jewelers.
in Murray.
LEO
0.

Couple married 64 years

Rainey'
Day

Daina Sykes, formerly of Murray, is a member of the 1990.
pledge class of a sorority at the
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. Sykes, a freshman with
an undecided major, is pledged
to Alpha Chi Omega. She is the
daughter of Mike Sykes of Murray and Jackie Maupin of Albuquerque, N.M. Her grandparents
are Mr. and Mr, James Sykes
and Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Washer, all of Murray.

Two newborns, dismissals, one
expiration listed in daily report

Y ur Individual
Horoscope

(July 23 to Aug. 22)
401r
There seems to be a lot of loose
ends to tackle now and you may not
have as much time for socializing as
you'd like to have. A friend seems
somewhat superficial today.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Some work developments from
yesterday are still on your mind, but
it's best now to devote your time and
energy to non-material concerns.
Don't be critical of others.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Strain could exist between an
in-law and a family member now.
Home demands still press on you and
may delay plans for travel. Not
everyone agrees with you at the
moment.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
It may be a small issue that arises
now in connection with money. Try
not to let yourself get unduly upset.
Keep things in perspective. Clamp a
tight lid on credit.

iTHEATRES

47-e

Kindergarten
Cop (PG)

1:30
3:40
7:10
9:10

Home Alone
(PG)

1:30
3:30
7:15
9,45

3 Men & A
Little Lady (PG)

1:30
3:35
7:00
9:10

The Godfather
Part Ill (1?)

1:30
7:30

Bargain Night
Is Thursday
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Bargain Matinees
Everyday
12-20 thr:Aigh 1-1
Rent )our mu% ies•at the moles!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

SALE
200,0 _5n%
u Off
Sole Starts
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.

HappinesTlace
Unique Gifts & Accessories
305 S. 12th St.
753-4567

416

SAGITTARIUS

This is a very familiar pose of Alfred Lindsey Jr. as he-did quality work for many years-in this %%orkroom
in back of his jewelry store.
Stall photos by Mary Layton

CIY We are proud to use ft
4i9recycled newsprint.

20 to 75'

Off Reg.
Prices

(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
There's no point in stating a
criticism and then withdrawing into
yourself. Keep the lines of communication open and give others the
benefit of the doubt.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
r.
Put aside any plans of getting a lot
of work accomplished now. There
will he just too many demands on
your time elsewhere. Keep stress to a
minimum and relax.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You're not exactly in the mood to
be left alone, but then again you may
not be too keen about today's social

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

th

Friday Night Buffet

STOREWIDE! Vitg

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beet, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
Plus aii the flxin's

Visit Murray's Pier 1

iond &assort bar.

AFTER
CE SALE
CHRISTMAS CLEARAN
Storewide Sale ends
31st at 4:00 p.m.
Mon., Dec.

University Plaza --- On Chestnut Street

M-F 900-6:00
Sat. 9:00-5:00; Sun. 1:03-5:00

11111

Itk%v

4,0,004,t aico.

pla -TbDisover.•

amissassaaiNININIWIlowillawmarill.rar

JEWELERS

$

95

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

mi

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
miirrav

dig

Chestnut St

753-0045

If
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Progressive dinner party
held by Alpha Mu group

By Abigail
Van Buren

By HELEN STEFFEN
Alpha Mu Chapter reporter

Daughter-in-Law's Spirits Soar
When Drop-in Visits Drop Off
DEAR ABBY: I owe you big time,
lads - and after racking my brain
for ways to "pay" my debt, I think I
found a method that will please you.
Recently you published a list of
"do's and don'ts" for a better relationship between mothers-in-lawi
daughters-in-law. Among them, to
nioth, s-in-law, was:"Don't drop in
w ahem calling first." My husband's
moni, who is retired and lives across
the st eet, never misses your column
nd. much to our relief,she took your
ad V k.Her unannounced visits were
immediately reduced from two to
three a day to twice a week!
Don't get me wrong; she is a
N1
/
4.(
d rfu I person whom I love very
much,but with our hectic schedules,
het drop-in visits were very disruptive Neither my husband nor I could
figure out how to get that message
aci-,,s; without hurting her feelings.
.11thy, as a token of my heartfelt
appreciation for solving this problem for us,I have doubled my United
Way Fund contribution for 1991 in
pair honor!
Should you publish this,just sign
me .
WORTH IT

DEAR ABBY: We're having a
debate in my family. Ifa man gives a
woman an engagement ring,and four
hours later they break up, should
the woman return the ring?
My sister says, No.the ring is the
woman's to keep regardless of how
long she's had it."
I am in total disagreement, and
feel that given the scant length of
their engagement,the woman is not
entitled to keep the ring.
A third sister insists that if the
woman breaks the engagement,she
should return the ring, but if the
man breaks the engagement, it's,
"Tough luck, buddy!"
This happens to be a family matter, because the girl who had the
four-hour engagement is our cousin.
Please don't mention the name of
our town, as it could be embarrassing.
WEST COAST COUSINS
DEAR COUSINS: A four-hour
engagement must be some kind
of record. The gentleman has
every right to expect the lady to
return the ring. And if she refuses, she's no ladv.

DEAR ABBY: I hope you publish
DEAR WORTH IT:You are indeed unique. Most readers see a lot more letters from experienced
others in my column, but rarely runners and joggers, because they
should have plenty of valuable tips
do they see themselves.
for inexperienced runners.
But in case nobody mentions this,
runners should never wear headsets
to listen to music,the news or whatever while they are running!A friend
of mine was nearly killed because
she wore a headset — and didn't
hear the little sports car that came
whizzing around the corer.
MARY SUNSHINE

A&A
Auto Rental
& Weekl),
Rates

East Main St. 753-4461

***

CONFIDENTIAL TO 0. IN
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.: Voltaire
said,"The secret of being a bore
is to tell everything."(A truism
— but hardly a secret.)

...••••••

lem=esel

Three homes were included in the progressive dinner party held by
Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority. They
were at the homes of, from left, Kathie Fleming, Margaret Terhune
and Kathie Gentr, top photo. In the bottom photo, Mary Vidmer
shows the Disaster Fund prize she won and at right is Helen
Campbell.

acme

Michelob

79
KNIT MART
6 pk.

WHEN MINUTES MATTER
141 South, Puryear, TN

CO4f%41%4A4itle

frt

gete4z You

OUR PRICES
OUR SERVICES

UNBEATABLE
UNBELIEVABLE

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

NEW YORK (AP) — You don't
need fancy lotions to keep dry skin
at bay during the winter.
The best moisturizer is petroleum jelly, says Dr. Guy F. Webster, assistant professor of dermatology at Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia. And it isn't
too greasy — if you use just a dab.
Not as good but less greasy, he
says, is moisturizing cream.
In winter, a combination of factors contribute to dry skin. The air
is drier because of low humidity,
and there is less natural moisture
because you don't sweat as much.
"Skin is the barrier which keeps
water inside the body," says Webster. -The natural oils and fats
enable the skin to effectively-retain
moisture. Many peopleihelieve
thorough and repeated hind Washing is the cure for dry skin, but that
is completely wrong. When you
wash your hands a lot, you wash
much of the natural oils away, and
you are left with dry skin."
These oils can be replaced simply by putting more on. The best
time to moisturize the skin is after
showering and drying off. That.is
when the skin has absorbed the
most water, and adding oils will
trap the water in.

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county schools for
the week of Jan. 2 to 4 have been
released by Joanna Adams, food
service director for Calloway
County Schools.

Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Wednesday - apple turnover;
Thursday - scrambled eggs, bacon,
toast; Friday - sausage and biscuit.
Cereals, fruits, milk and variety of
juices are available daily.
Lunch
Margot McIntosh, food service
Wednesday - corn dog, chicken
director for Murray City Schools, nuggets;
Thursday - chili and
was unable to furnish menus for crackers,
turkey club sandwich;
the coming week by today.
Friday - pizza, hamburger. Salad
The menus, subject to occasional bar, fruits,
vegetables, fries, milk
change, arc as follows:
and fruit drinks are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Wednesday - buttered pancakes
w/bacon; Thursday - sausage and
biscuit; Friday - scrambled eggs,
East, North, Southwest
hashbrown, toast. Breakfast bar,
cereal, fruit, donuts, juice and milk
Breakfast
Wednesday - Poptart, oatmeal; are available daily.
Thursday - sausage and biscuit;
Lunch
Friday - scrambled eggs, toast,
Wednesday - chicken nuggets,
bacon. Milk, juice, cereal and toast deli bar; Thursday - lasagna,
re available daily.
chicken breast sandwich; Friday Lunch
breakfast for lunch - scrambled
Wednesday - pizza, chicken eggs, sausage and biscuit. Salad
breast sandwich; Thursday - bar, hamburger, cheeseburger, pizravielo casserole, hamburger; Fri- za, fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiday - vegetable soup w/grilled ches, milk and fruit drinks are
cheese sandwich, vegetable soup available daily.
w/hot dog. Peanut butter/jelly sandwich, grilled cheese, fruits, vegetMURRAY CITY
ables, fries, desserts, milk and fruit
Menus were unavailable by
drink are available daily.
presstime.
,

Terhune presided at a brief business meeting. Fleming announced
that the sorority fundraiser for St.
Jude's Research Hospital at Memphis, Tenn., will be in Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank. This will be a fashion show
using clothes from JCPenney with
hors d'ouevres being served probably in late February.
A decision was made to no longer have secret sisters, but to draw
names at the November meeting for
the Christmas party in December.
The Disaster Fund drawing was
won by Mary Vidmcr.

108 South 12th Street
1.
sInfant thru I

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
An Apostolic Pentecostal Fellowship meeting wil be at 7:30
p.m. at Lake-Land Apostolic
Church, 402 Sunbury Circle,
Murray.
Parents' Night Out will be from
5:30 to 11 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Saturday, Dec. 29
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at Chamber of Commerce
building at 6 p.m. to go to Big
Apple Cafe for Mexican food with
David as host.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
American Legion Post 89 at
Russwood Shores, Springville,
Tenn., will have a turkey shoot
starting at 1 p.m. For information
call 1-901-644-1922.

ft, he
CE]iEJIUA ON

Sunday, Dec. 30
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Chester will
be honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Salem Baptist Church. The family
requests that guests not bring gifts.

(Join the fun on New Year's Eve
in one of our rental
Formal Dresses or Tuxedos

Hazel Baptist Church will have a
Christmas Cantata by Church Choir
at 11 a.m. and Christmas Pageant
by Youth Groups at 6:30 p.m.

Come see our large selection!

ITS ONE OF THE GREATEST FEELINGS IN THE WORLD AND YOU DONT HAVE TO RIDE THE
space shuttle to enjoy it Through the use of nutrition education, physical activity, medical supervision and our
low-calorie, nutritionally balanced supplements, you will not only lose weight, but learn how to keep it off. To
maintain your weight loss, you'll have the total and continuing support from a staff of registered dietitians and
physicians.
Call WCFLI today at 762-1533 for a free personal consultation. The results are astronomical.

s Eabgtw
Men's Wear & Tuxedos
TWO LOCATIONS

Weight Control For Life!®
C._
An affiliated service of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Suite 174W • Medical Arts Building • 300 S. 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071 • (502) 762-1533

As guests arrived, during the
educational program, and for the
remainder of the gift opening and
w
refreshment
time, these selections

Friday, Dec. 28
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

753-00415
6411

Weight Control For Life!®

A
Schi
Buil
mid
ic a

Community
events listed

Petroleum-jelly good
winter moisturizer-

Enjoy Weightlessness
Right Here On Earth.

1

Dressing in the spirit of the season, Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority
members attended a prc-Christmas
progressive dinner party on Tuesday, Dec. 18.
The first course was the hors
d'oucvres portion at 6 p.m. at the
home of the chapter president,
Margaret Terhune, and husband,
Russell. Cohostess was Helen Steffen. Also assisting was Rushee
Dortha Bailey whose husband,
Gene, was also present.
The Terhune Christmas tree, a
beautiful tall tree, sat in the center
of the parlor with a train running
around the tree on a track.
The next stop was at the home of
Kathie Gentry with Mary Vidmer
and Helen Campbell cohostessing a
La Sagna dinner.
Gentry's tree was especially
beautiful with the good old fashioned sparkly aluminum tinsel and
small white lights and favorite
decorations.
The final stop was for dessert at
the home of Kathie and Don Fleming in Coldwater where guests
found the good sized white Teddy
Bear sitting in a small child's chair
by the front door. The Flemings
had tramped the 60-some acres of
their farm to chop down the lovely
tree they had decorated for the
occasion. Since that tree would not
hold the usual angel on top, they
improvised with a light cardboard
red cardinal.
Also present was Nancy Meloan.
Each of the tables at the three
stops was beautifully and lavishly
decorated with the special foods

mas
land
Insit
city'
pole
Park
lean
catq
dedu
quic
Mrs.

adding to the festivity of the
occasion.
K
Kathie Fleming gave an education program on "Christmas
Through the Years" — a Reader's
Digest Special Collection of Christmas Music, popular from the 1940s
to the present.
Some of the songs discussed by
Fleming were "Sleigh Ride,"
"Have Yourself A Merry Little
Christmas," "Silver Bells," "White
Christmas," "The Christmas Song,"
"Jingle Bell Rock," "Rockin'
Around the Christmas Tree," "I
Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus,"
"All I Want for Christmas is My
Two Front Teeth," "Rudolph The
Red-Nosed Reindeer," "Santa
Claus Is Comin' To Town," "Frosty The Snow Man," "Jingle Bells,"
"0 Holy Night," "Deck the Halls,"
"Joy to the World," "Silent Night,"
"0 Little Town of Bethlehem," and
"Hark The Herald Angels Sing."

FOR

Mayfield Plaza
Mayfield, KY 410011
247 1500

ISM
11M11.
INA
MacDonald

LL-L-1

Jr. & MIssle Apparel
YOUR CONVENIENCE
Olympic Plaza
Mlurray, KY 41071
T113-1300

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

Youth of Westside Baptist
Church will present a Christmas
Candlelight Celebration at 6 p.m.
Youth and Adult Choirs of Elm Grove Baptist Church will present
a Christmas cantata at 11 a.m. '
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 4 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For information
call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Si John's Episcopal
Church. For information call '
753-0086 or 753-7046.
(Cont'd on page 16)
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Seniors' Alaskan trip planned

Singles schedule two events

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Tour Director Toopie Thomas Moore has a seven-day Alaskan cruise/tour planned for May 23. Holland America Westour's ship, "The Noordam," will be cruising "The
Inside Passage." Ports to be visited include Ketchikan, Alaska's "first
city" known for salmon fishing and the world's largest collection of totem
poles; Juneau, Alaska's Capital, Mendhall Glacier, Glacier Bay National
Park; Sitka, board an excursion boat for the maze of offshore islands to
learn the importance of this area to the local Indians. Price will depend on
category of cabin selected. For names and deposits paid by Jan. 31, a
deduction of $200 per person will be made. Alaska cruises fill up very
quickly and advanced planning is necessary. For complete itinerary, call
Mrs. Moore at 753-8274.

The Singles Organizational Society has events planned for Saturday,
Dec. 29, and Monday, Dec. 31. On Saturday at 6 p.m. the Singles will
meet at Murray -Calloway County Chamber of Commerce office to go to
Big Apple Cafe for Mexican food with David as host. On Monday, New
Year's Eve, the Singles will have a dance at Joe Creason Community
Building, Benton. Mark Soloman will be the DJ for the event from 7:30
p.m. to 1 a.m. Each one should bring a snack to share. All singles,
whether members or not, are invited to attend. For more information call
Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret,
1-247-2249.

Paducah Parents Without Partners will have a New Year's Eve Dance
on Monday, Dec. 31, at 8 p.m. at Riding Club Building, 30th and Monroe
Streets, Paducah. The admission price of S5 includes cold-cut buffet, coffee, soft drinks, party favors and door prizes. This is an open dance and
all adults are invited. For more information call 1-443-2432.

A special New Year's Eve Dance and Breakfast, sponsored by Thurman
School of Dance, will be Monday, Dec. 31, at Woodmen of the World
Building. The event will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. with breakfast served at
midnight. The cost will be $15 per person. This event is open to the public and no reservations are necessary.

(Cont'd on page 16)

BELOW
FACTORY INVOICE

PLti§ YOU KEEP THE

Great After Christmas Sale

REBATES'

Entire Stock
Fall & Winter

Coats
$6990 $24900

Sportswear
1/A
1

to

f-f- to

0 to $3804°
Reg. '100'

Over 140 New
Units in Stock!

/elL off

Laps, Leslie Fay, Smart Parts, Bonnie & Bill, Greenline, Lucia,
Rhoda Lee, Russell Athletic, Graff of California, Zena, That's Me,
Yves St. Clair, Susan Hutton, Judy Bond

Regular and pant length, and jackets
_

CARS & TRUCKS

Wool Blazers
$5990

Dresses
$3990 $13300
to

Reg. 17800
Sizes 6-18

Reg. 060' to '190'

White, Red, Black, Gray, Jade

Boots & Shoes

Suits
to

1/2

1/LAi
off

off

-Bras
20

010 to 4
0C1/0
Reg. 015' to 026'

off

Reg. 116" to '65"

Robes & Loungewear

30
Reg.

off

Reg. '10" to '2300

1/n

I-F to

off

off

Handbags
1/A

°i"0

0/0

3O

1/3

Fall & Winter, dressy & casual
Selby, Naturalizer, Le Stride, Auditions, Proxy, Sam & Libby and
others

Sleepwear
., 200/0 50%

Daywear

to

Reg. '34' to 069'

Reg. 18600 to $26000

tO

L off

Reg. 012" to '152'"'

132' to '70'

Slips, Half Slips, Camisoles
1

_ ,,

Jewelry

1/4

to

1/2

ALL 1991 INVENTORY
$51:111:1

9R- log• Hers

1/3

Until Dec.31st

PWP Dance planned Monday

New Year's Eve dance scheduled

.

ATTENTION

Hanes Hosiery

25°'

off

Reg. "3-'6"

Reg. '3" to '50'

off

REBATES

Plymouth Voyager
Dodge Caravan
Colts
Eagle Summit
Plymouth Acclaim
Dodge Spirit
Dodge D-150
Jeep Wrangler
Plymouth Laser
Dodge Daytona
Eagle Talon
Lebaron Sedan
Lebaron Coupe
Dakotas
Dakota Club Cab
Jeep Comanche
Chrysler New Yorker
New Yorker 5th
Chrysler Imperial
Jeep Cherokee
Dodge Dynasty
Grand Wagoneer
Conversion Vans
1990 G. Caravan
1990 Ramcharger

'SOO
500
'400
400
500
500
500
500
'500
500
500
'500
'700
$750
'750
'750
1000
'1000
=3000
575C
'1000
'2000

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car
and truck company."

'Package of two

Belts
1

Eau desprayGucci
1 oz.

$1 600

/4 off
Reg. 1150*-13900

Reg. 125"

Scarves
1/4
1/n
to

L off

PEPPERS
[Dodge 1
1 6.

Jeep
Eagle

•••••••
(••••••• •••••••

Reg. $700 to 14800

Bright's in Downtown Murray will open at 9:30 a.m. with these great savings and morel

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
Dee* Hoidbeck and any Wary to deader bonen MAW by dub,.

1,

v
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FIRST BABY
OF 1991

r the
rents:
2 8 oz.

1. Winning baby must be the trst baby born
in 1991 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
2. Exact time of birth must be certified by
attending
physician.
3.Parents must come by the Murray Ledger &
Times to
receive prizes.
4. Gifts must be redeemed by February 1, 199
1

One Pound
of Bar-B-Q
From
COWEPPS
F'c•cod MalTliClet
qo

Air Center
53-0440

A$
ift Cer
ngratt

FREE BABY
PICTURE FRAME
HOLLAND
DRUG
S
Crt.

— 7toot qoa4,e '7,644

1407 Main

Dinni

Sidol
SIMA1
STOCK

753-4682

Downtown 753-1462

Sq.

Baby's First
White Bible

1 Cas

from the

To

Lottie Moon
Mission Group
of

fr i ab
M.
r YF
Mi:

lini
PI arm;

First Baptist
Church

th & Wain
753-8302

Free
Gift Certificate

Free
Case of Milk
Medical Arts
Pharmacy
300 S. 8th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
759-4527

110 N. 12th St.
753-1515

Adjacent to
Murray Calloway Co
Hospital

A Baby Gift
Awaits the New
Mr. or Miss 1991
READMORE

For Mom
1/2 Dozen Roses

ciPttptogfaphy

8x10 Color Photo
For
Mr. or Miss 1991
607 S. 4th.....72
753-8809

BOOK-14-CARD
Chestnut Hills
Murray

753-9514
6091/2 South 4th

1 Box of
Diapers
($10 Value)

'10" Gift
Certificate for
Mom & Dad
Olympic Plaza
00p EX

One
of E
to till
Mr. o

09911, wi991Y

753-61.19

641

01111I
N

S.

(iAui
Bel-Air

753-9616

•4

•ur•nt..
",

Free
8"x10" Color
Portrait for Baby
!/"2
/4
gt24
WEDDINGS AND PORTRAITS

Fresh Cut
Baby Arrangement
for Little Miss or Mr.

•ay"Flowers for
4-

t

Country Square
1608 121 N.
753-0035

all Occasions"

Bel-Air Center
753-0932

0.
12
40
i_
14
edirsd

A Pair of

little
tifShoes

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

VERYTIING FOR MATleffril
,............
2
IIYOUR LIE

deior,4
Itruw
dr
dir4,111 *ova,

0
•r:.

Pit
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

1111k,

For the
Parents:
2 - 8 oz.
Sirlolai Dinners
SIRLOIN
TOOIIDE6
\Beki
444t r Center
, 753-0440

IMP

A FREE GIFT

n
oEcEessifilm

Awaits

Mr. or Miss 1991

;

roll of
one
for

F:7

yvunG
Children's Fashions
Sizes Preemie 14

408 South 12th St.
753-0005

MEE
Baby 131.6
lk Bonnet
CILATTS
G.A.LOILE
lust off Cit. 8q.

$20
ilfift Certificate
ongratulations!
t

1

To the new
Mr. or Miss 1991:
A Royal Dalton
Bunnykins Hugamug
Congratulations!
Hwy. 121 By-Pass
753-4541

759-9806

Urray

1 Case
f I aby Formula
To

Mr. r Miss 1991

linic
PI armacy
i th &
Walnut
753-8302

Gold Baby
Ring For
Mr. or Miss 1991

115 South 4th St.
753-8811

$50
Savings Bond
Mr. or Miss 1991

PEOPLES/BANK
BY.

X1ZTR RAY

The best pizza in town. --thiettt-.1

Southside
Shopping Center
753-4383

cfrir.

Hoffman's

anis§

Hwy. 94 East

759-4512

$25 Gift
Certificate for
Mr. or Miss 1991

Country
Crossroads

JCPenney

Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

,on

Photo

Precious
Moments Bible

; 1991

Baby Edition
Awaits

Gospelpiotes
Bookstore
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-9500

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

FREE
Manicure for
Mom

Mr. or Miss 1991

One Free Month
of Basic Cable
to the Parents of
Mr. or Miss 1991

7tioeirteselli

To the
Proud Parents:
Two All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti Buffets

(13.26 Value)

>/

First Pair of
StrideRite Walking
Shoes for Mr. or Miss 1991

Awaits

Member FDIC

2 - V2 Order
Fish Dinners
with Drink

'a1311.Y

it
to
d_
ictrapi
Vto
ai
olyty,

it

.540044(it

INMAN'S
JEWELRY

HUNT
ODS
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......,....:::.,:,,.. --,...
Jilt

Storey s
FOOD
GIANT

:
a
ee
r
t#
4.
SALON

1600 Dodson
753-8282

Bel-Air Center

CABLE
VLS11BN

A Large Box of
Pampers.

(MUM be In our area.)

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5005

A New
Savings Account
is waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1991

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

One
of Forcas
mul
ea S
Awaits
Mr. or Miss 1991

VVAI:MART
Hwy 641 North
759-9995

Two
Complete Meals
At

MOM
1501 N. 12th St.
753-9257
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Murray-Calloway County
• Devotional Page

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

This page is made possiblo by thews firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

Church Directory
MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
Murray, Ky. 42071
506 Industrial Road

RUTHIE'S
UNIVERSITY GULF
pen 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
753-5782
Murray
Five Points

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

CHARLIE'S
PHARMACY
-DISCOUNT
SAf'
It. C o.d

Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
753-4175
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Across Front ledger 6 Times)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. — 759-1400

Carroll
Tire Inc.

71

753-1489 • 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

•Certified
Teacher
•Custom Orders
Supplies

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 .m. to 10 .m.

Rt. 1, Murray

WAI:MART
CENTRAL CENTER

(SiD

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main

759-9995

MERCURY
753-5273

SI

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Open Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 6 A.M.-9 P.M.
759-1648
Hwy. 641 N.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

SHONE%

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 9 15* m
Sat 11 00 am
orship

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday Sclool
Wceship
Chords Truing
Wedwasiday

10
II a.m. & 6
5
7

SINKING SPRING
11 00a
Morning Worship
7 30 p
E,ening Worship
SPRING CREEK
10 00 a
Sunday School
11 00 a
Morning Worship
6 45 p
Evening Worship
6 OD p
Training Union
ST JOHN
9 30 a
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10 45 a
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
Il 00 a
Evening Worship
6 45 p

m
in
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

am.
pm.
p.m.
p.m.

CHESTNUT STREET
GENE RAL
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 am
MEDIA ATER
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Services
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00• m
Morning Services
Evening Services
6 00 pm
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6 30 p m
Wednesday Serv
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship Service
6 00 p m
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 45 p m
Evening Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11 00• m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
11 005 m
Morning Worship
5 00 p m
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 Si) a m
Worship
10 45 am k7pm
6 00 p m
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 45 p m
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9 45 a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 pm
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
11.00 am
Morning Worship
Evening Worship iy 6 00 pm
7.30 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
11 00 a m
10 06 a m
Sunday School
Church Training
5 00 p in
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
Wednesday Evening 7 00 pm
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10 00 a in
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 00 am
Evening Service
5 30 pm
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 am
7 30 p m
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Preaching
11 00 a m &
6 00 p m
7 CIO p m
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
7 00 pm
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lot Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
2 00 pm
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00a m
Preaching Serv
11:00 am
Nightly Service
11'00 P.m
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a m & 6 30 p m
Sunday School
10 aim
OWENS CHAPEL
10 CO
Sunday School
11 00
Preaching
5 30
Prayer Service
6 00
ch
POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 am. & 7 p m
Worship
BAPTIST
SALEM
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
7 15 p m
Evening Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
11 00 a m
Worship Service
6 00 p in
Evening Worship

L ICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a
Morning Worship
11 00 a
Evening Worship
6 00 p
WEST FORK
Morniog Worship
II 00 a
Sunday Evening
6 00 p
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p

m
m
in
m
m
m

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
Worship
9 a.m.,
1050 a
. 6 o.m.

CATNOLIC
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
5 00 p m
Saturday
9 00 a m
Sunday
LEO'S
ST
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Masses 6 00 p m Sat
8 00 a in Sunday
Ii 00• m

CIIIRIST1AN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
W30 a.m
Worship
11}-45
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a m
Bible School
9 90 a m
Evening Service
6 00 p m

CERIST1M1 UNIX'
SERVICES
1634 Main St . Murray
10:30
Sunday
Sunday School
10:30
7:30
2nd Wed
12:00-3:00
Hit 2nd Wed.

CIMINO OF MIST

NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 •.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

a'......\\:„

NEW PROVIDENCE
orning Service
960 a.m.
ening %nice
600 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 46 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 o m
GLENDALE ROAD
-CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 am
Worship
10 am.
Bible SoLdy
6
pm.
Wixabcp
Eyesams
Wed. Bible Study
7 pm

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
753-6168

Blessed are the
poor in spirit

OF MURRAY

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

1008 Chestnut
753-3314

CHOWN OF MIS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S lath St
Sacrum" Meat
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11:20 cm
Relief Society and
Priesthood
1210 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
ill
Itu ,0 W

Main

Holy Eucharist 8 00 & 10:30 a.m.
9:15 a.m.
Church School
Daily Evening Prayer 5:15 p.m.

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9 30 a m
Si:01day School
10 30 a m
Morning Worship
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. Dexter
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Worship
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
OS Main Street
sunday School
9:30 a.m.
10'45 a.m
Worship _
Wednesda,
7 p rry.,
iISP. NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH oF MURRAY
10 a m
Sunday School
11am & 7pm
Worship
7 15 p m
Wednesday
759-91,62

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9.30 a.m
Public Talk
10-.30 sm.
Watchtower Study

LIITNERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
9 30 a in
Bible (lass
10 30 a m
Worship

METNOINST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30 a in
2nd & 4th Sun Night 6 00 p in
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 am
1st k 3rd Sun Night 7 00 p m
Cl/LIPA'ATEFt
II a in
10 a m

Aorhhip
Sunday School

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9 00
Sunday School
9 45
DEXTER•HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
11 00 a m . 6 00 p m
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10 30 a in
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11 00 a in
Sunday School
10 00 a in
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10 00 a in
Worship Service
Ii 00a m
Evening Ser Wor
630 pm
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
10 00 a m
INDEPENDENCE UNITEli
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 45 a m
Church School
10 46 a m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10.30 a m

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

MT CARMEL

753-5142

DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree-Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Iii

Worship
sonde% Si nool
LIT HERR( IN

ni
ni

10 a ni
rn
i

Sunda% St hoto I

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening
6 00 p m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
11 00 a
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a
Sunday School
11 00 a
WA YME N CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a
Morning Service
II 00 a
Pastor t4Wlam J Pratt

m
m
m

Blessed are the pure in heart:
for they shall see God.

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.
Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11 00 a rn
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship 6 30 p m

753-6856

804 Chestnut

"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven."

PINTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
10 00 a m
Sunday School
II a nu & 7 pin
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
10.00 a m
Sunday School
11am & ti 30 p rri

I iEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
10 a .rn
Sunday School
11 a rn & fi p rn
Worship
7 p in
riaturda!,
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights
10 00 a m
Sunday School
Worship Servicell am &7pm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2206 Coldwater Rd
10-11 a m 7 00 p m
Sun Ser
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
10 00 a m
Sunday School
Ilam & 7 pm
Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7 00 p.m.
Unr.hIn
111 30 a p & 7 1) in
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
6p m
Evening Worship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10• m
Sunday School
11 a m
Worship
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10 00 a in
itirship
II ,, m Si 7 p
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH.NEWCONCORD
Sunday School
1000• m
1100-7 90 p m
Worship Serv
LAKELAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 00 a in
6 00 p in

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 sin
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10 00 a in
Sunday Shhool
11 00 a m
Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 00 p in
Evening Worshlo
NORTH PLEASANT G1101.
Sunday School
9 15 a m
Worship Service
11 (31 a in
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 .31 a m
Worship
Service 11 00 a m & 7 on p rn

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
,
CALLO
WAY SERVICE
Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

Matthew 5:16

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Ready Mix Concrete
Building Blocks
753-3540
East Main Street

7S1,LLER.
FUNER.A.L 3-[071,ES
Murray
753-4612

Hazel
492-8758

STOCKADES

SIRLOIN

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

For unto you this day
is born a Savior which
is Christ the Lord

CORVETTE LANES
Bowling • Arcade • Pro Shop
1415 W. Main

753-6779

Chevron WEST MAIN

Wierray Ledger & Times

Jack Marshall - Franchisee

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N. 12t1r

Call In Orders 753 7101

D & W Auto Supply
Install Auto Glass
We
Auto Point

Matenol
Try Our Car Wash

512 S 12th

753-4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
EEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

CHEVRON
Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station
Calvin Clark — Owner
1417 Main

"For God so loved the world that he sent
his only begotten son that whoever
believeth in him should not perish but
have eternal life"
John 3:16

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
lab a Chestnut • 759-4646

753

2593

OPEN 111010111. 24 on A DAY; SAT. I SUN. 1 A.1491.01ff
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

Th
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Dr
speak
Sirmc
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and
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and 1
Assis
Todd
Rick
Todd
Anth,
Davi(
Sund
Junk

VLSAIN 753-5005

Center

131,A1()CK-COLEMAN
guneral Worn', gnc
aien431111110.

Mims,. K.

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
NCOPPORAI10

1401 South 16th Street P.O Box 165
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
TELEPHONE
LOWELL K BECK
(502)753-1304

MURRAY GULF

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

Cli.
the vi
gener
will i
Ou
with ,
enters
upon
truth,
self-9
"Bell(
follov
there:
, for hi
mght
spoke
our

Tb
harve
of the
lace
labor(
ment.
oral c
procei
work.

QUICKPRINT

Southside
Shoppin
Center
of murray
"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs'

759-4796

Jesus saith unto him, "I am the
way, the truth, and the life.. no
man cometh unto the Father,
but by me."
John 14:6

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall
Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Tabors, Owner
P.O. Box 6 larksey, Ky. 42054 489-2126

NI
Cr,
a Si
Ph iii
servi
sing
and 1
ing v
McC
Chur

Bel-Air CABLE

_ts_u.ana.

entucky Fried Chicken

Di
10:4
Lest(
G.T.
Dan
will
solo
morn
direc
hour
land
acco.
be a
p.m.,
GAs
Clas!

753-2202

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

Di
spea
a.m.
will
Boy.
choi
Fayc
Cori
Cleg
Boes
liam
Mari
dox.
a.m.

Les & Pat Parrish — Owners

Gulf

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m
Midnight on Weekends
507 N. 12th
753 8841

408 N. 4th

Come Visit Our Showroom At
612 S 9th Street
753-5719
Open 8 a.m -4 30 pm.

435-4415

Olive

Arbys

Thornton Tile and Marble

m
m

MURRAY ELECTRIC
401
SYSTEM 753-5312

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
ROY'S

l'IlEATRES

9 a in
6 pin
7.00 pm

Morning
Evening
Wednesday

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 am
Morning Worship

Worship
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a m
Morning Worship
9 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10 00 a in
Morning Service
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wed Worship
7 30 p m
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10'00 a in
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
6 CP p in
Mid-Week Worship
7 00 p in
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9 00• in
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
KIRKSE Y CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Morning Worship
1050 am
Evening Worship
7 p.m
I Sunday & Wednesdays i
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11.00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m

501 N. 4th

UNION GROVE
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
6 OD p in
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9 00 a m
Bible Classes
10 00 a m
Worship
6 00 p m
WEST MURRAY
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
WILLIAMS CHAPEL

thpr
as 1

Sh" Serving Western Kentucky

Shell

And Weston! Tennessee

At
instru,
workr
pay
to WOf
and gi
day's
all da:
but ti:
which
had ri
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discrii
the la
Their,
jealou

641 SUPER SHELL 41,,
Open 6:30 a.m.-Close 1000 p.m.•

Sunday Open 7:00 a.m.-Close 9017 p.m.
South 12th
Phone 753-9131
ARMA

6
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Speakers and music released by churches for Sunday

Various area churches have
released information concerning
thEir services on Sunday, Dec. 30,
as follows:
First Christian
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
speak about "Stargazers" at 10:45
a.m. service. Cheryl Dudenhofer
will sing a solo,"Sweet Little Jesus
Boy." Lee Kern is organist and
choir director. Assisting will be
Faye Austin, Kathleen Mitchel,
Corinne McNutt, Dan McKeel,
Clegg Austin, Mike Ridley, Bob
Boeschel, Ron Cella, Charlie Williams, Ann McKeel, Judy Eldredge,
Marilyn Stickler and Bennie Maddox. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
First Baptist
Dr. T.A. Thacker will speak at
10:45 a.m. service and the Rev.
Lester Butler at 7 p.m. service.
G.T. Moody, associate pastor, and
Dan Shipley, deacon of the week,
will assist. Keith Inman will sing a
solo and direct the music at the
morning hour. Tommy Wilkins will
direct the music at the evening
hour. Joyce Herndon, Tamara Outland and Andrea Rose will be
accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m., Acteens at 4:45
p.m., and Discipleship Training,
GAs, RAs and Sign Language
Class at 6 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Michel David Bush, guest speaker, will speak about "The Form of
a Servant" with scripture from
Philippians 2:1-11 at 10:45 a.m.
service. The Chancel Choir will
sing with Richard Gray as director
and Pat Bopba as organist. Assisting will be Aaron McConnell, Faye
McConnell and Gordon Lobergcr.
Church School will be at 9:30 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The first Sunday after Christmas
will be observed with the Holy
Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. services. Fr. Robert 0. Ahlcnius,
Purchase area minister, will preside
and preach.
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Maya11, pastor, will
speak about "Does God Hear A
Sinner's Praye " at 11 a.m. service
and about "She Your Love" at 6
p.m. service. Gçeg Mayall will
direct the muskwiih April Mack
and Susan Reyn lds as accompanists. Loma Bord
and Greg Mayall will sing so1et morning tour.
At the evening hour Gunner Nance
and Rosetta Todd will sing solos.
Assisting will be the Rev. Steve
Todd, the Rev. Randolph Allen,
Rick Beam, Brent Evans, Calvin
Todd, Max Dowdy, John Brittain,
Anthony Manning, Bob Tanner,
David Lee and Michael Cutini.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.,
Junior Church at 11 am. and a Fel-

lowship Hour will follow the evening service.
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "God's Last Invitation" with
scripture from Revelation 22:13-17
at 9 a.m. service. Titus Bennett,
Andy Rose, Tim Vaughan and
Andrew Falwell will be speakers
on the subject, "The Reward," at 6
p.m. service. Jerry Bolls and Kyle
Wadley will direct the song service. Assisting will be Jerry Ainley, Ricky Boyle, Alan Martin,
Teddy Cphoon, Bill Nix, Jonathan
Bennett, Keith Pardue, Ron
McNutt, Randy Young, Jim Ragsdale, Steve Dublin, Steve J. Simmons and Dal Barrett. Bible classes
will be at 10 a.m.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Garlon Sills, interim
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Music will be
directed by Alvin Usrcy with Janet
Arnold as pianist. Sunday School
with Ronnie Hooks as director will
be at 10 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
pastor, will speak at 10:30 a.m. service. Special music will be the
Immanuel Choir, directed by Cathy
Mallet. Organist will be Alice
Witte. Acolytes will be Heather
Jedan and Julie Seefeldt. Assisting
will be John Kruger, Gary Pribnow, Charles Herren and Gayne
Nerncy. Sunday School and Bible
Class will be at 9:30 a.m.
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
at 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Assisting will be Danny Pittman,
Eddie Stubblefield, Junior McCage,
W.T. Patterson, Charles Stubblefield, Chad Stubblefield, John
Bucy, Van Pittman and Rudy
Brawner. Bible classes will be at 9
a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Lifc Changing Goals
for the New Year" with scripture
from Philippians 3:7-21 at 9 and
10:50 a.m. services. Tommy Scott
will direct the music with Kathy
Ligon, Patsy Neale and Susie Scott
as accompanists. Beverly Stephens
will sing a solo at both morning
services. At 10:50 Heather Allen
will play a piano offertory and-the
Adult Choir will sing "Pearly
White City." At 6 p.m. the Youth
Choir will present a candlelight
celebration of "The Birth of Our
Saviour. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, pastor, will speak at 10:50 a.m. service. Acolytes will be Russell

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
By H.C. CHILES
SERVANTS IN
GOD'S VINEYARD
Matthew 20:1-16
Christ's parable of the laborers in
the vineyard teaches God's grace and
generosity are available to all who
will accept them.
Our Lord told the disciples that it is
with great difficulty that a rich man
enters the kingdom. Followed closely
upon that frank statement of plain
truth, self-centered, self-applauding,
self-seeking Simon Peter inquired,
"Behold, we have fosalcen all and
followed Thee; What shall we have
therefore?" Instead of rebuking Peter
for his obvious self-seeking, as He
mght have well done, He graciously
spoke the parable which is recorded in
our lesson for today.
Request for
the Laborers
Matthew 20:1-7
Ttme having arrived for the
harvesting of ripe grapes, the owner
of the vineyard went to the marketplace early in the morning where
laborers gathered to await employment. The laborers, eatering into an
oral contract with the employer and
proceeded to the vineyard and went to
work.
, Remuneration of
the Laborers
Matthew 20:8-12
At quitting time, the employer
instructed his steward to call in all the
workmen from the vineyard and to
pay them. Doubtless those who came
to work late were surprised,delighted,
and grateful when they received a full
day's wages. But those who labored
all day expected4o receive a bonus,
but they were paid the amount on
which they agreed; therefore, they
had not been cheated. They complained to their employer that he had
discriminated against them in paying
the late corners an equal amount.
Their grumbling was the outgrowth of
jealousy and envy.
Rebuke of
the Laborers
Matthew 20:13-16
The employer selected one of the
grumbling laborers, took him aside
and quietly rebuked him and his

fellow-laborers for their attitude. He
let them know they did not have the
right to grumble, because they had
received the exact amount of remuneration for which they agreed to work.
For so, having acted within his rights,
he closed the case and dismissed the
complainers.
In this parable, the householder
represents God, the vineyard represents the kingdom, and the laborers
represent the Christians. Our Lord
needs laborers today and there is
much work to be done for Him. It is
both our privilege and duty,as Christians, to labor in the vineyard of the
Lord. Our work for him will not be
measured solely by the amount done,
nor by the skill with which we do it,
but by the motivation from which,and
the spirit in which we do it.

Lencki and Jared Lencki. Kim Maggard, Lorraine Aaggard,
Black is music director with Joan Nathan Hughes, Art Cripps, Carl
Bol.vker as organist. Council on Woods, Sr. Mary Anne, Cindi
Ministries will meet at 9 a.m., Cripps, Dick Maddox, Joyce TidChurch School will be at 9:45 a.m. well and Mary Gertzen.
and Reach-out Callers V at 5 p.m.
Goshen United Methodist
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. Susan AllsopThe Rev. David Brasher, pastor, Atkinson, minister, will speak at 11
will speak at 11 a.m. service and a.m. service. Sunday School with
the Rev. Darrell Walker at 6:45 Ronnie Hutson as director will be
p.m. service. Music will be at 10 a.m.
directed by Donald Smith witll Kirksey United Methodist
Glenda Rowlett and Teresa Suiter
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
as accompanists. Special music at will speak about "How Does One
morning hour will be by Youth and
Maintain the Omcntum?" with
Adult Choirs. Sunday School with scripture from Matthew 2:12 at 11
Dwayne Fulkerson as director will a.m. service and about "Sight and
be at 10 a.m. and Church Training Blindness" with scripture from
with Bill Outland as director and John 9:13-41 at 6 p.m. service. Ron
Junior Choir at 6 p.m.
Pace will direct the music with
Hazel Baptist
Clarice Norswothy and Janice Hays
The Church Choir will present as accompanists. Assisting will be
"Meet Him at the Manger," a Stephen Norsworthy, Martha
Christmas Cantata, at 11 a.m. ser- McCallon, Keith Norsworthy and
vice. Gene Orr Miller will direct Phill McCallon. At the morning
the music with Oneida White and service the 1991 slate of officers
Gwen Key as accompanists. The will be presented and installed.
Church Youth Groups will present Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
a special Christmas program, "I and Choir at 5:30 p.m.
Love To Tell the Story,' at 6:30
Christian Science
p.m. service. Sunday School with
Services will be at 11 a.m. SunJoe B. Adams as director will be at day and 7:30 p.m. each second
9:45 a.m. and Discipleship Train- Wesdnesday. Reading Room will
ing at 5:30 p.m.
be open from 12 noon to 3 p.m. on
South Pleasant Grove
Wednesday and Saturday.
United Methodist
New Life
The Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will
Christian Center
speak at 10:45 a.m. service. TruThe Rev. Mark Welch, pastor,
man Whitfield will direct the music will speak at 11 a.m. service. The,
with Tommy Gaines and Joan Rev. Karen Welch will direct the
Cooper as accompanists. Sunday music. Men's prayer breakfast will
School will be at 9:45 a.m.
be at 8 a.m. and Sunday School at
Grace Baptist
9:30 a.m.
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor,
Kirksey Baptist
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
services. Buel Downey will be dea- will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
con of the week. Kevin Rudicil services. W.A. Erwin will direct
will direct the music with Dwane the music with Gela Edwards .and
Jdes and Susan Jones as accom- Cindy Cossey as accompanists.
panists. The ordinance of The Sunday School ievith Lewis Warner
Lord's Supper will be observed at as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
6 p.m. service. Sunday School will and Children's Church at 11 a.m.
be at 9:45 a.m. and Choir RehearColdwater United Methodist
sal at 5 p.m. The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor,
Lake-Land Apostolic
will speak at 11 a.m. service with
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor, Rex Smith as song leader and Jimwill present a lesson in the 10 a.m. my Wilson as pianist. Sunday
preaching/teaching session. School with T.C. Hargrove as
Evangelistic service will begin at 6 director will be at 10 a.m.
p.m.
First Assembly of God
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Hendley, pastor, will
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serwill speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. vices. Sunday School will be at 10
services. Assisting will be Mike a.m.
Farmer, minister of education and
Murray Church of God
youth, and Guy Cunningham, deaDale Robinson, pastor, will
con of the week. Curt Simmons, speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serinterim minister of music, will vices. Sunday School will be at 10
direct the music with Janet Finch a.m.
and Tonya Simmons as accompanMurray Baptist Mission
ists. Jane Simmons will sing a solo,
The Rev. Parvin lall, pastor.
"In Majesty He Will Come," at will speak at 2:45 p.m. service.
morning hour. Sunday School will Bible Study will be at 2 p.m.
be at 9:40 a.m., and Disciple TrainFerguson Springs Baptist
ing, Preschool Choir, Music MakThe Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor,
ers, Young Musicians and Youth will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Choir at 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
University
10 a.m.
Church of Christ
Calvary Temple
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
speak about "Cleaning Out Your speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. serSpiritual Closet" with scripture vices. Sunday School will be at 10
from I John 1:7 at 10 a.m. service. a.m.
A Songfest will be at 6 p.m. serOak Grove Baptist
vice. Ernie Bailey will direct the
The Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor,
song service. Assisting will be Bill will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Boyd, Richard Smith, Wayne Wil- services. Jimmy Key will direct the
liams, Bob Melugin, Charles Stark, music with Jennifer Downey as
Freed Curd, Jack Wilson, Barry pianist. Sunday School with Dan
Johnson, Gene Rickman, Bobby Billington as director will be at 10
Spiceland, sieve Spiceland, Greg a.m.
Delancey, Bobby Martin, Barry
Palestine United Methodist
Grogan, and Webb Caldwell. Bible
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
classes will be at 9 a.m.
will speak at 11 a.m. service. StanSt. Leo Catholic
ley Duncan and Mary Conner will
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Satur- direct the music with Faye Childday and 8 and 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. ress as pianist. Sunday School with
with Fr. Larry McBride as minister. Jimmy Burkeen as director will be
Assisting will be Jason Tidwell, at 10 a.m.
Victor Fromm, Paul Kurz, Pallie
Poplar Spring Baptist
Kurz, Chris Buffington, Debbie
The Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor,
D'Angelo, Eleanor D'Angelo, Paul will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

services. Mark Hardison will direct
the music. Sunday School with
Marty Futrell as director will be at
10 a.m. and Church Training with
Ricky Stewart as director will be at
6 p.m.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Ralph Robertson will direct
the music with Edwina Petrie as
pianist. Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. Diana Tatlock will direct the
music with Margaret Kennedy and
Betty Poole as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
UMYF at 5 p.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Buron Richerson, interim pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
6 p.m. services. Michael Milby will
direct the music with Laura Paschall and Rhonda Lamb as accompanists. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Bobby Manning will
direct the music with Marge West
and Jennifer Culp as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Lynn Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
Judy Kelso will be organist. Sunday School will be at 10:30 a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m.' and 7 p.m.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. Sign on garbage truck: It may be garbage to you but it's our
bread and butter.
2. Sign on a plumber's truck: In our business a flush beats a
full house.
3. Sign on a sign chop: A business with no sign is a sign of no
business.
4. Sign on a church bulletin board: You can trust your soul to
the man who wears the stole.
5. Sign in a reducing parlor: A word to the wide, reduce!
6. Sign at a college dorm: If we're studying when you enter,
please wake us up.
7. Sign over front door of home: For sale, set of encyclopedias, never used, teenage son knows everything.

•
Chrysler
•
Plymouth

'
S DISCOUNT PANELING

O Dodge

Hwy. 45 S. • Martin, TN • 901-587-3000
"The Factory Outlet for Building Supplies"
PRICES GOOD THRU DEC. 31, 1990
Located On Hwy. 45 S. • One Mile South of Downtown Martin

T.B.A. 4" Faucet
15 yr. warranty
Vanities
with cultured marble top

$18.99

$27.00 & up
Whirlpools

New Shipment

$599.00 & up
White Comnibdts
$39.00
1st Quality

—dr

is growing.
We've just added

TUCK
New Shipment
Wallpaper
Double Rolls
$1.19 & up
Borders
$3.50 & up
Bath/Plumbing
Supplies

services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at 9 a.m. service
with Donald Williams as song
leader and Dean Stephenson as
pianist. Sunday School with Jerry
Lassiter as superintendent will be
at 10 a.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. and Church Training
at 5 p.m.
Temple Hill
United !Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lcwis, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. sercicc.
Sunday School will be at 11 a.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Sunday School with
Russell Moss as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.
Russell Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 9:45 a.m. service with
Red Woods as song leader and
Dorothy Brown as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10:45 a.m.
New Providence Baptist
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Independence
United Methodist
The Rev. KendriA Lewis. pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
with Richard Dowdy as song leader
and Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
Sunday School with Howard Coy
as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.

Doors

Building
Supplies

36" Six-Panel Metal
Door Unit

$89.00

New Shipment
Swinging Patio Doors
5 6'
9' 6'

O Dodge Trucks

$399.00 & up
$575.00 & up

Paneling
5'32"
$2.50 &
14"
$4.99 & up
Floor Covering
$2.99 sq. yd. & up

to our Jeep/Eagle line.

14 Chipboard

$4.39

7/16 Chipboard

$5.25

So stop by, have a cup of coffee, browse through
our inventory. Check out our excellent service

3/4 Chipboard

$9.99

facility. Because now more than ever before,
it's -

Pipe Insulation
Now In Stock
Closet Organizer
White Vinyl Coated
6

8

$18.99
$20.99

ADVANTAGE:

Cain's
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. - Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448

at

.p
—4

4.1 •

•

J.

•

.
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SPORTS
Sports Writer
By JIM LITKE..
AP Spirts Writer

•

In 13 pad-popping, helmetbanging, havoc-wreaking seasons
of professional football, Buck
Buchanan fought few battles
quietly. But that is the way he
has been waging the biggest
fight of his life.
Shortly before his induction
into the Hall of Fame late last
summer, the 51-year-old Buchanan' husband, father, prominent
40.4
Kansas City businessman and
fearsome former All-Pro defensive lineman with th Chiefs,
learned he had cancer. He has
learned many things since.
"Th.:1 football players, big
and healthy as we might seem,
get sick like everybody else.
That adversity comes along and
you deal with it the best you
can. That nothing in life prepares you for that kind of
news.
j,
But to be honest," Buchanan continued Thursday in a
telephone call from the office
of one of his businesses, "I
really don't want to talk much
about it. I really don't want the
attention or the sympathy. ...
Every body deals with things in
their own way and my wife
and I have been trying to lead
as normal a life as possible.
"Just say that I'm making
progress and I'm optimistic, but
there's still a long way to go.
And once I get everything
under control, I'll have a real
story to tell about it."
In the meantime, Buchanan
wants people to know that he
appreciates their concern. But
perhaps even more, he appreciates the way the people in
Kansas City, gone football-mad
once again over the resurgent
Chicis, have respected his wish
for privacy in this matter even
while his public profile has
regained the larger-than-life status of his playing days.
"A lot of that, I think, has
to do with the kind of person
Buck is," said Len Dawson,
who played quarterback for the
great Chiefs teams of
Buchanan's day.
"He knows battling (cancer)
isn't going to be easy and the
way he wants to do it fits his
personality. Buck is a proud
man and his game might have
been loud, but he's one guy
you never heard making brash
or ridiculous statements ... about
anything.
"And as great a player as he
was," Dawson added, "his
work in the community since
has proven that he's an even
better person. People here
remember that and respect him
for it."
Nearly 30 years have come
and gone since Buchanan took a
flyer on the fledgling American
Football League and became its
top draft pick — in part
because he wanted the light of
that achievement to reflect on
Grambling, his school, and all
the other black colleges overlooked by the more.-traditional
NFL teams.
And 20 years have passed
since he won his war in the
trenches against Minnesota center Mick Tingelhoff and neutralized the Vikings attack in the
1970 Super Bowl, avenging a
hurtful defeat by the NFL in
the first Super Bowl just a few
years earlier and bringing his
adopted hometown its first
world championship ever.
Indeed, though his size
(6-foot-7, 287 pounds), speed
(4.9 seconds over 40 yards) and
skills made him the prototype
for most of the defensive
lineman who followed him into
the pro game, it has been all
of 15 years since Buchanan last
appeared in a Chiefs' uniform.
Still, Buchanan is not an easy
man to .-forget. And the memories of those salad days. stirred
by his induction into the Hall
of Fame., in August and the
success of the current Chiefs
squad after just one playoff
appearance in the intervening
years, has made Buchanan and
a handful of teammates from
that bygone era men in demand
_. • s
again.
"This is a great sports town,
and while all the talk about the
old days was great. there were
times. definitely, when it got
embarrassing," he, said.
"Sometimes, it was almost like
there wasn't still a football
(ConI'd on page 13)

Milerray Ledger & Times

Fourth quarter spread puts Tigers past Hoptown
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

HOPKINSVILLE — The Murray High Tigers took the post-holiday
spread and feasted opHopkinsville Thursday night in the opening round
of the Christian County-Hopkinsville Invitational Tournament.
Murray posted an 82-69 victory, by outscoring Hopkinsville 29-13 in
the fourth quarter to move into the semifinal round against FranklinSimpson tonight at 8 p.m.
After suffering through five minutes without a score in the third quarter, and falling behind by eight. MHS opened the fourth quarter by using
a 25-6 spurt to take a 69-60 lead and taking control of the basketball
game.
Five Tigers found double figures, led by 23 from Willis Cheancy.
Heath Walls tossed in 16 while Chip Grenne added 13, and Bart Crum
and Jason Joseph each had 10. John Hallmark tossed in 21 to lead Hoptown, while Ledonald Gray.
"We spread the floor offensively and it gives Willis (Cheancy) a
chance to penetrate and when he did, we were able to get some easy
baskets from Bart Crum," Miller said. "Bart's been hurt but he did his job
tonight. We're pleased with all of our kids."
The win pushed the Murray mark to 8-1, while Hopkinsville fell to 4-5.
After John Hallmark scored nine points in the opening quarter to put
Hopkinsville up 18-11 at the end of the period, MHS moved into the
bonus, and started taking advantage of it in the early stages of the second
quarter. MHS was a perfect 10-for-10 at the free throw line in the first
half, and after Hallmark gave Hoptown a 28-23 lead, back-to-back 3-pointers from Chip Greene and Willis Cheaney put Murray up 29-28.
Murray took a three-point edge into the locker room at halftime, and a
score from Walls put MHS up 39-34 to start the second half. Stacy Trogden buried a trey for Hoptown, but Joseph answered with a slam and a
3-pointer from Walls gave Murray a 44-37 lead with 6:20 left in the third
quarter.
But Hopkinsville, behind three scores from Morgan Lewis, ran off 13
straight to take a 50-44 lead as MHS couldn't score from outside, and was
hit • by the turnover bug.
Crum ended the drought with 1:50 left by scooping up a Cheancy pass
and scoring inside the paint, and the MHS trailed 56-53 entering the
fourth period.
Allen Rayburn sanked two free throws to close Murray within one, and
a Crum sCore put Murray on top 57-56. James Sebree put Hoptown up
with a bucket, which Cheaney answered with a score in the lane. Sebree
scored again on the inside. but Walls hit two consecutive thFees, and a
Crum score put Murray up 67-60 and forced a Hopkinsville timeout.
After an exchange of buckets, Murray called timcout and made some
adjustments on their press, and after two Raybum free throws, the MHS
press faced four straight turnovers, and turned those into dunk by Joseph,
two free throws from Cheancy and a layup from Chip Grenne that gave
MHS a 15-point edge and the win.
"We changed the press up some," Miller said. "It depends on what we
think we can do with our opponents and we felt like they might have
some trouble with the pressure. We turned the heat up and did a nice job
of denying the ball inbounds. Chip Greene really played hard on the
point."
Murray also took advantage of some brilliant free throw shooting. The
Tigers tossed in their first 19 attempts to start the game, and finished up
23-of-28 from the line.
"We're a pretty good free throw shooting team," Miller said. "I don't
(Coned on page 13)
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Murray High's Bart Crum goes up for two of his 10 points in Thursday night's win at llopkinsville in the
first round of the Christian County-Hopkinsville Invitational Tournament. Crum and his teammates meet
Franklin-Simpson at 8 p.m. at Hopkinsville High in semifinal action.
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Wildcats down EKU for
first time in 62 years
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — are on the same level with every
Although a loser, Eastern Kentucky team in the state once the ball is
was still standing at the end against thrown up.''
No. 18 Kentucky.
Kentucky (7-2) defeated Western
Kentucky used a 20-6 run in the Kentucky 84-70 last week, and will
second half to turn back an upset play at Louisville on Saturday.
bid and take a 74-60 victory ThursEastern Kentucky (6-3), trailing
day night over its neighbor to the 35-31 at the half, went up 48-47 on
south. It was only the second meet- Chris Brown's rebound basket with
ing in the past 62 years between 10:12 remaining in the game.
the schools.
Reggie Hanson countered with a
Eastern Kentucky coach Mike 3-pointer from the top of the key
Pollio feared before the game that 21 seconds later to spark Kentuckhis Colonels could get embarrassed y's decisive spurt that ended on his
by Kentucky. He said he wanted short turnaround basket at 4:54 for
his team to give an effort compar- a 67-54 advantage.
able to the fictional movie boxer
Aric Sinclair hit one free throw
"Rocky."
and John Allen slipped inside for a
And he got that.
rebound basket as Eastern Ken"We are very pleased with our tucky. sliced the margin to 67-57 at
performance," Pollio said. "Obvi- 4:38. But Deron Feldhaus scored
ously, we would have liked to have on a layup, Hanson sank two free
kept the margin lower. There was a throws and Jeff Brassow connected
lot of pressure on these kids.
on' a 3-pointer from the corner to
"After (62) years of not playing, push Kentucky to a comfortable
I think we proved it can be exciting 74-57 lead two minutes later.
for the Kentucky teams to play
"I think they gave a great
here."
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino effort," said forward John Pelphrey, who finished with 12 points
agreed.
"We're really happy to be play- and six rebounds for Kentucky.
ing against Western Kentucky and "We won by 14 points. That's not
Eastern Kentucky," he said. "We (Coni'd on page 13)

Gamecocks, OSU celebrate
holidays with victories
The Associated Press
Christmas vacation is not a time
for exams. Still, Ohio State and
South Carolina were tested severely in holiday tournaments.
The sixth-ranked Buckeyes barely got by Mississippi State 82-80
Thursday night in the opening
round of the Palm Beach Classic in
Florida. Ohio State (9-0) plays
Miami. Ohio, for the title.
"I commend Mississippi State.
They've got a good ballclub and
they did a good job of taking it to
us," Ohio State coach Randy
Ayers said. "We needed another
close game like this to get ready
for our Big 10 season starting next
week.''
No. 12 South Carolina didn't put
away Brigham Young until 16 seconds were left in their first-round
game of the Holiday ,Fatival at
New York. Joe Rhett's rong pass to
nglish on an inhounds play
Jol
provided .the clinching points.

"I feel relieved," South Carolina coach George Felton said.
"BYU cut the game totally in half
and made us shoot from the perimeter. Our defense bailed us out.
We didn't lose otfr composure."
In other games involving ranked
teams, No. 4 Arizona beat Pepperdine 80-66 to start off the Fiesta
Bowl Classic; No. 5 Indiana took
Marshall 91-67 in the first round of
the Hoosier Classic; No. 10 UCLA
blitzed Fresno State 110-89; and
18th-rated Kentucky defeated Eastern Kentucky 74-60.
In other tournament games, it
was Maryland 86, Rutgers 81 in the
Holiday Festival; Iowa State 81,
Temple 79 in overtime at the Fiesta
Bowl; Ohio 77, North Texas 74 in
the other first-rounder of the Hoosier Classic; Miami, Ohio 101,
Miami, Fla. 99 in double overtime
at the Palm Beach Classic; Georgia
Tech 95, Tulanc 83, and Villanova
88, Auburn 71 in the Sugar Bowl
Classic.
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Actions& Reactions
Football
NEWTON, Mass. — Tom Coughlin, an NFL assistant coach with Philadelp
hia,
Green Bay and the New York Giants since 1984, was named coach at Boston
lege, replacing ousted Jack Bicknell. Coughlin, 44, who has coached receiversColfor
the Giants for three seasons, was chosen by new BC athletic director Chet Gladchuk tor a second tour of duty with the Eagles. Coughlin was an original member of
Bicknell's staff in 1980. Coach Frank Beamer of Virginia Tech turned down an offer
to replace Bicknell. Then coach Jimmye Laycock of William & Mary accepted an
offer, but changed his mind less than 24 hours later.

Hockey
SASKATOON, Saskatchewan — Mike Craig scored with 4:23 remaining in
the
third period to 9ive Canada a 4-4 tie with the United States in the World Junior
Hockey Championships. Craig, on loan from the Minnesota North Stars, stripped
the puck from a defenseman, took two strides and beat goaltender Matt Heinke
during a power play, capping a game-long comeback by the favored Canadians. In
the other game, Marcus Thuresson scored his second goal of the game with 25
seconds left to give Sweden a 4-3 victory over Czechoslovakia. The U.S., which
had lost its last nine games to Canada, led 3-1 after one period, 3-2 after two and
took a 4-3 lead midway through the final period on an unassisted goal by Doug
Weight. Steven Rice, Eric Lindros and Pat Falloon also scored for Canada, now
1-0-1 in the eight-nation round-robin event. Czechoslovakia and Sweden are 1-1
and the Americans are 0-1-1. The Soviet Union and Finland are 1-0, while Norway
and Switzerland are 0-1.
ALBANY, N.Y. — Dean Williamson, Dave Emma and Peter Ciavaglia scored goals
in a 37-second span of the second period as an American all-star team routed
Canada 8-2 in the USA Cup. In the other first-round game, Dynamo Riga of the
Soviet Union defeated AIK Stockholm 7-4.

Boxing
NEW YORK — Mike Tyson filed suit in an attempt to stop the next heavywei9ht
championship bout, saying he and not George Foreman should have the first
opportunity to challenge champion Evander Holyfield. The lawsuit, filed in Manhattan's federal court, also seeks $10 million in damages from the World Boxing Association, the International Boxing Federation and officers of the two organizations.
In the lawsuit, Tyson claims the WBA and IBF violated their own rules when they
denied him a rematch with James "Buster" Douglas after Douglas unseated him as
champion last February in Tokyo. Tyson said the two boxing organizations decided
he would be the challenger if Holyfield won the October championship fight with
Douglas, which Holyfield did. But the decision that Tyson would then fight Holyfield
was rescinded, Tyson alleged, when WBA lawyer James Binns improperly persuaded the WBA executive committee to let Foreman be the challenger.

Track and field

and continued to gain confidence,"
Cooper said. "We probably played
well enough defensively to win the
game ... but not offensively."
Smith, who broke the freshman
rushing record set at Ohio State by
Archie Griffin with 1,064 yards
during the season, said the Buckeyes were just not the better team
Thursday night.
"I don't think we underestimated them. You have to give credit where credit is due. They played some tough defense and they
confused us with their offense.
They controlled the ball. They
deserved to win," said Smith.
Smith gained 62 yards on 13 carries, including a 29-yard scoring
run in the fourth quarter that cut
the Falcons' lead to 13-11.
Quarterback Rob Perez, the Liberty Bowl MVP, scored on a pair
of 1-yard runs and cornerback
Carlton McDonald returned his
second pass interception of the
evening 40 yards for a touchdown
late in the fourth quarter to subdue
the Buckeyes.
"We've been a big underdog all
along this year," said Perez, who
rushed for 93 yards on 26 carries
and completed one of his three passes for 11 yards. "We did what it
took. They would think they had
made a big play and we'd have 4
or 5 yards."

Wildcats ...

WASHINGTON — A panel of The Athletics Congress is collecting more information on the steroids test of world shot put record holder Randy Barnes before
deciding whether his suspension should be lifted, Barnes' lawyer said Wednesday.
Attorney John Dowd said it may take several more days before the panel has all
the information it needs to issue a decision on Barnes, who tested positive for steriod use after a meet Aug. 7 in Malmo Sweden. He was suspended by the International Amateur Athletic Federation. The panelists requested more information from
the lAAF and from the laboratory in Sweden that handled Barnes' tests. If the
panel recommends his suspension be lifted and TAC accepts the ruling, Barnes'
case with the IAAF would go to arbitration. He could compete in the meantime in
domestic meets.

Baseball
NEW YORK — With a year to go on his contract, outfielder Kevin McReynolds got
free agent treatment from the New York Mets in the form of a three-year, $10 million contract extension. The deal mirrors the ones recently signed by Brett Butler,
Willie McGee and George Bell, all outfielders and all free agents. After watching
Darryl Strawberry use the walk year of his contract to do just that, the Mets were
not about to let that happen with McReynolds. The deal includes a $1.25 million
signing bonus, salaries of $3 million for 1992, $3.25 million for 1993 and $2.5 million for 1994. The Mets have an option for 1995 at $3.6 million. McReynolds will
make $2.1 million for 1991, the final year of his current contract.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King

high 27 points, but he wasn't
pleased with his overall play.
"I just came out and tried to
relax and go with the flow of the
game," he said. "But I don't think
it was my best game because my
rebounding (five) was bad. You
have to look at all phases of the
game."
Allen led Eastern Kentucky with
14 points, followed by Jamie Ross
with 10.
"I appreciate what we got out of
the game — the publicity and the
chance to play a team of this caliber," Pollio said. "We didn't come
in here to lose. We came in here to
win a ballgame."
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TOURNAMENTS
ECAC. Holiday Festival
First Round
Maryland 86, Rutgers 81
South Carolina 52. Bngham Yo,,ng 49
Fiesta Bowl Classic
First Round
80 Pepperdlre 66
ic.a St 81 Temple 79 GT
Hoosier Classic
First Round
ind.a^a 91 Ma-shall 67
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MHS 82, Hoptown 69
MURRAY
11 37 53 82
HOP'VILLE
18 31 56 69
Murray (82) — Cheaney 23, Walls 16, Greene 13, Crum 10, Joseph
10, Rayburn 8, Bailey 2,
Adkins, Thomas, Whitaker, Foster and Gantt Toia FG 26-56,
Hopkinsville (69) — Hallmark 21, Gray 16, Lewis 14, Sebree 10, FT 23-28.
Trogden
4, Smoot 2, McKee 2,
Finch, Cornileus, Futrell, Killebrew, Ince. Totals FG 29-57,
FT 8-15

Sports Writer ...
(Cont'd from page 12)
team in town.
"It wasn't like we tried to
attract attention. For a while. I
think because of the way management looked at it, we made
an effort to stay out of the
picture. But it wasn't like we
played here and then just disappeared. A lot of us were still
very active in the community,
between business and charity
events, so there was always
SCIRle exposure.
"But with this team making
their own history ... starting to
work on their own legacy, I'm
as happy as anybody."
• And busier than most.
Between his construction and
advertising specialty businesses

and his promotional work on
behalf of the Chiefs, Buchanan
figures he's packing a lot more
into his days than he ever has.
Nonetheless, he is squeezing
out time this weekend to attend
the Kansas City-Chicago regularseason finale. Buchanan figures
he ought to be around in case
thc Chiefs beat the Bears —
while the Raiders lose — and
start building that new legacy
by claiming their first divisional
championship since his team did
it in 1971.
He acknowledges that the
odds of that happening might
seem slim. But that never
stopped Buck Buchanan before,
and it certainly isn't going to
stop him now.
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Tennis

(Cont'd from page 12)
know if we're that good, but we were tonight. If you
can take the ball to
the basket and make the defense move where they don't want to,
you're
going to draw some fouls."
Miller also was happy with the improvement of Murray on the glass
in
the second half.
"We were limited to one shot on the boards in the first half," Miller
said. "We told them at halftime that we felt the difference in the ballgam
e
would be on the boards. We felt like we weren't giving all the necessar
y
effort that we should."
The Tigers started slow on the glass, but paced by Joseph they turned
it
around in the second half.
"The big boy really did the job on the board," Miller said. "When he
plays like that he can take over a ball game, and he did that rebound
ing
tonight."
Murray will face Franklin-Simpson tonight at 8 p.m. at Hopkinsville
High School. The other semifinal, at Christian County, has the
Colonels
hosting the Raiders of Louisville Iroquois.-The championship is
set for
tomorrow night at 8 p.m. at Christian County.
Franklin -Simpson posted an impressive 85-66 victory over
Union
County in Thursday's night opener, which was delayed by an hour
when
the Union bus broke down. Miller said Franklin-Simpson will
be a
challenge.
"Man are they tough," he said. "They've got it all. They're quick,
big
and shoot the ball well. We'll see what we can do. If we play our type
of
ballgame, and can neutralize the Nards some, I think we'll be right
in
there."

Pct
750
643
5%

Thursday's Garne•
6 19
Po'/..ed 105 Charlotte 96
Sere 125 Wash ngton 120
Cr,c,ago 128 Golden Stale 1'3
PiAamii 124 Denver 114
Uta' I'D Callas 102
Friday's Games
Nast., at New Jersey 7 30 p rn
Boston at Atanta 8 p

PERTH, Australia — Pat Cash won two matches to lead Australia to a 2-1
over Britain in the opening series of the Hopman Cup. Cash defeated victory
Jeremy
Bates 6-1, 6-1 in men's singles and then teamed with Liz Smytie to beat Bates
Sarah Loosemore 6-4, 6-2 in mixed doubles. Loosemore earlier beat Smylie and
6-4,
6-3 in the opening women's singles to give Britain a 1-0 lead. Australia,
the
seed in the 12-nation event, earned a quarterfinal berth against third-seeded fifth
Switzerland. The top four teams, headed by the United States, all were granted
firstround byes.

Fourth quarter ...
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College basketball

NBA Glance

(Cont'd from page 12)
too bad."
Kentucky struggled offensively,
hitting only 26 of 62 shots for 41.9
percent, including a poor five of 30
from 3-point range.
"I told them that it doesn't matter what you do offensively," said
Pitino, whose team was also outre-'
btuaided 48-28. "It's one of those
cold nights. We needed to play outstanding defense to stay in this
game and we did."
Kentucky was able to force Eastern Kentucky into 19 turnovers,
which resulted in 29 points for the
Wildcats.
Hanson finished with a career-

PAGE 13

SCOREBOARD

Air Force shoots down
favorite Bucks in Liberty
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Ohio
State coach John Cooper had sent
up the warning signals earlier in
the week, but the lesson vtl's not
taken to heart until the No. 24
Buckeyes walked off the Liberty
Bowl field a 23-11 loser to Air
Force.
The Falcons (7-5) held the Buckeyes and 1,000-yard rusher Robert
Smith in check Thursday night and
controlled the game tempo with a
ground-hugging wishbone offense
that gained 254 yards on 61 rushes.
Despite going into the game a
17-point underdog, the Falcons
looked the part of a victim only for
a few fleeting minutes in the first
quarter when they gave up a safety
and a field goal to fall behind 5-0.
"We proved we deserved to be
here. I don't know if I've ever been
prouder of a team," said Air Force
coach Fisher DeBerry. "In my
opinion, (it is) one of the greatest
wins in the history of Air Force
Academy football."
Ohio State's cooper said he was
prepared to meet a strong challenge
from the Falcons, but his Buckeyes
(7-4-1) were not able to overcome
a sputtering offense that was limited to 80 yards rushing and 134
yards through the air.
"As the game went on, we let
them stay with us and it was kind
of like a fight. They kept after us
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

By GARY LARSON

Dial-AService is for you!
1 Priest's
vestment
4 Don Adams
role
9 Conducted
12 Zodiac sign
13 Small drum
14 Solemn
wonder
15 Foam
17 Soaked
19 Dress border
20 Repulse
21 Prophet
23 Therefore
24 Choose
27 Equality
28 Shut noisily
30 Brother of
Jacob
31 Silver
symbol
32 Eric Burdens
group
34 Chaldean
city
1

2

12

3

16
19

21

22

27

39

46

Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad, regularly
priced at $9.60, for

RAPES
FLY
L Y
EIAINE
ROE
0 E
PROTEAN
DROPS
DIPS
DIESEE
AGUE
PLACATED
NACRE
IMAM
RE
OPT
LEAST
DEN
DE
TERN
EDICT
ESPEC I ALMEATS
RATE
ADAMEN
MIAMI
TREFOIL
ORT 11OMEGA
NEA
A
l
WEE
NI TER
DRY

Only $5 A Week!
(If ad runs minimum of 13 weeks)

Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
Legal
Notice

month
7 Light, pink
wine
8 Figure of
speech
9 Dippers
10 Lamb's

1 Everyone
Meadow
3 Fuss
4 Stalk
5 Deface
6 Hebrew

mother
11 Lair
16 That woman
18 Erases:
printing
20 Wanderers
21 "Lost in —"
22 King of birds
4
6
5
8
7
10
9
11
23 Undergarment
13
1
25 Reason
26 Citizens of
Ankara
17118111
28 Tin symbol
20
29 Masculine
32 Goodbye: Sp.
33 Army off.
23
24
25 26
36 Painter
38 Slow,
28
29
30
graceful
dance
33
34
40 Construct
42 Electrified
36
particle
40
37UIU
UI44 Former
41
42
Russian ruler
45 Reveal
44
45
46 Noise
47 ExIst
49 50 48 Crimson
49 Period of
time
52
54
53
50 Soak, as flax
53 Father
56
2

RU

Occasionally — and especially thrilling for the
visitors from the Midwest — a sub would come close
enough to have its nose scratched.
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32

31•
35

Answer to Previous Punks

1111

11

15

35 Clothed
37 Animal coat
38 Inquire
39 Uncanny
41 Concerning
42 Roman date
43 Civil
injuries
45 Neckpiece
46 Platforms
48 Forest
warden
51 Fed agcy
52 Frolic
54 Anger
55 Openwork
fabric
56 Barter
57 Grain
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READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

I-IAVE YOU ANY IDEA WI-IAT
YOU'RE GOING TO DO WITH
TI-IE KEST OF YOUR LIFE?

CONNDERING
A FACELIFT?

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT Would you
please explain the eye condition
called Fuchs corneal dystrophy? Is
there any treatment available other
than transplant?
DEAR READER: Fuch's corneal
dystrophy is an inherited abnormality
of the cornea, the clear part of the
front of the eye. The condition is characterized by too few cells lining the
cornea, which swells, thereby affecting vision. Corneal dystrophy rarely
causes problems before middle age, a
time when age-related corneal

I'VE BEEN THINKING OF
GIVING SLEEPING LE550N5..

CORT

GARFIELD
GARFIELD I THINK WE SHOULD
1.....
SPEND THIS NEW YEAR'S EVE
IN QUIET CON'rEmPLATION...
.
—...

REFLECTING UPON OUR
MISSION IN THIS LIFE

AND THEN
WELL SACRIFICE
A GOAT!

changes aggravate this cellular deficiency to cause the corneal edema.
Treatment includes methods to
shrink the cornea: by heat (some patients gently apply a hair dryer to the
eyes)or by eye drops. If the dystrophy
cannot be controlled medically, corneal transplants may be necessary.
Eye surgery for other conditions,
such as cataract extraction, can aggravate corneal dystrophy. Therefore, some ophthalmologists recommend that corneal transplants be
performed either before or during
other eye operations.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 47-year-old
husband was diagnosed five months
ago with metastatic renal cell carcinoma. What are the facts on cause,
treatment and prognosis?
DEAR READER: Renal cell carcinoma,often called hypernephroma, is
a malignant kidney tumor, more common in men, that accounts for about 2
percent of adult cancers. It is a dangerous tumor because it is highly malignant, is rarely discovered early and
metastasizes (spreads) rapidly, especially to the lungs. The cause is
unknown.
Patients with this affliction usually
have blood in the urine, followed by
flank pain and fever. The tumor is
"staged" — meaning that its precise
location and extent are determined —
by CT scanning (special X-rays of the
abdomen and pelvis).
Surgical removal of the affected
kidney (and the surrounding structures) is the preferred therapy for renal cell carcinoma that has not
spread; this leads to a reasonable
chance for cure in localized disease.
Metastatic carcinoma is much
more difficult to cure, however, because the growths cannot be controlled by radiation therapy or chemotherapy. Thus, metastatic renal
cell carcinoma has a poor prognosis.
Therapy is "comfort-oriented". Pain
and other complications of the disease are treated as they appear.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Kidney Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 with their names and addresses to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.

27- M

PETER
GOTT, M.D.
OKAY, YOU
GOT IT
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1964
Surgeon general
says smoking is
linked to disease.
1970
Cigarette ads
banned from TV
and radio.

Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court, Republic Savings
Bank Plaintiff. versus Charles T. Morris and wife, Sheila Morris, and United
States of America, and County of Calloway and Murray Lumber Co., Inc.
Defendant
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the November Term thereof 1990,in the abovocause,for the sum of
$23,083.69 plus interest from July 9, 1990 in the amount of $6.88 per diem until
paid in full, plus recording fees of $5.50 including all costs of this action and the
amount of $57,096.45, plus interest from July 9, 1990 in the amount of $17.24
per diem until paid in full, plus recording fees of $5.50 including all costs of this
action. This property shall be sold free and clear of all taxes,except the purchaser
will assume payment of 1991 taxes and assessments. This property is also sold
subject to the 120 day right of redemption of the United States under 28 USC
section 2410 and until paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at
public aution on the 3rd day of January 1991 at 12 O'Clock Noon,or thereabout,
for cash, the following described property, to wit:
Being located in the Southwest quarter of section 35. Township 3. Range 5,
East, and being better described as follows:
Beginning at an iron pipe, said pipe being located on the South right-of-way
line of KY 94; thence in a southerly direction a distance of 522.80' to an iron
pipe; thence with an interior angle of 100 degrees 08 minutes 20 seconds in a
westerly direction and with the North line of the John Causey property a distance
of 177.78' to an iron pipe; thence with an interior angle of 79 degrees 51 minutes
40 seconds in a Northerly direction and with the East line of the J. J. Oakley
property a distance of 654.87' to an iron pipe located on the South right-of-way
line of KY 94;thence with an interior angle of 67 degrees 57 minutes 20 seconds
in an Easterly direction and with the South right-of-way line of KY 94 a distance
of 188.80' to the point of beginning, said tract containing 2.435 acres, more or
less.
And being the same property conveyed to Charles T. Morris and wife. Sheila
Morris by deed dated July 30, 198, of record in Deed Book 137, Page 107,
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and have the
force and effect of ajudgment.Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Jean Miller Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Cour

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
Information.

1979
Cigarette smoke
found harmful to
passive breathers.

Please apply at

Call:
753-1916

COASTAL Lumber Cornpony in Henry, Tenn. is
currently buying standing
timber and land with timber.
If interested call
901-243-7101 7am-5pm,
after 5pm 901-536-4937,
9 0 1 -642-4748,
901-641-9343.
FOR Sale - Live Christmas
trees, wreaths. Choose
your own. Call Helen at
435-4426 after 5pm.
MIRRORS for walls and
bathrooms. Plain edge,
Single and double beveled
strips installed. Plus glass
replacement for autos,
homes, businesses. M&G
Complete Glass Co. Dixielamd Shopping Center.
502-753-0180.

CUSTOM
DOOR SHOP
in operation at

TUCK'S
Hr -t-S, I mils so. at Main
587.3000

1120-4th
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All Brands
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Unless still in School
or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:
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Card •I
of Thanks
FOUND: Male Persian cat
Gray/black, obviously a
pet. 753-3332, Canterbury
area.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

ST ART THIE NEW YEAR
Off RIGHT WITH A
NEW CAREER

1988

SOURCES:American WV Assoclogon,
Surgoon GanamIs Report

DISISun.
only.
pers
todgl
Dr. E

SON INC.

=4, Mania, TN ' SS7-3123

ALLIANCE
Surgeon general
warns that nicotine
is addictive.

COL
ing
indiv
telen
Pleat
Ext.
man
Mon-

INVITATION TO BID
THE CITY OF MURRAY SANITATION DIVISION WILL ACCEPT
QUOTES ON GASOLINE AND
DIESEL FUEL FOR CITY OPERATIONS. SPECIFICATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE AT THE CITY CLERK'S
OFFICE, 5TH
AND
POPLAR
STREETS, MURRAY, KENTUCKY.
QUOTES WILL BE RECEIVED UNTIL 4 P.M. WEDNESDAY,JANUARY
9, 1991.

iNstRuCTIoN
1985
Strongly Worded
messages put on

CO f‘
persi
adult
lem,
ment
and
$40,C
m s
1-80C

10

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE

FACE BRIC K -1•1

1970
Surgeon general's
warning added to
cigarette packs.

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City

AS
VIC!
sent
and
Call
D85

OIFOO
,
Ai.oaNsaI.'
,woo
own 0.••••

Card of Thanks
We wish to express
our thanks and grati-

tude for the expressions of your kindness
and sympathy in the
loss ofour loved one.

Family of
Vivian Beach

LOST in Puryear on
12-24-90 black male Sharpe with brown tint on fur,
8mo old Needs medication in eyes Reward of
8wk old Sharpe puppy
901.247 5252

acre!
414

.e
4.4
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CLASSIFIEDS
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on
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

r min

Help
Wanted

Horns'
FutniehIngs

INSURANCE Biller. ExperASSEMBLE OUR DE- ence in medical insurance THE Courier Journal is
VICES. Learn this trade, we preferred Competitive sal- looking for a self-motivated
send instructions, parts, ary and good befits individual in the Murray
and check for assembly. Send resume to: PO Box area to deliver one of their
daily and Sunday paper
Call (404) 426-0672 Ext 1040K, Murray, Ky. 42071
routes Must have reliable
DB520
UP to $15 hour processing transportation. Must be
CONSULTANT Mature mail weekly check guaran- able to secure a cash bond
person to help children and teed Free details, write, of $400 If interested conadults with a serious prob- SD, 12610 Central, Suite tact David Huffey at
lem, Enuresis Appoint- 255-TKY Chino, CA 91710 1-800-866-2211.
ments set by us. Hard work
and travel required Make
$40,000 to $50,000 comCAREER OPPORTUNITY
mission.
Call
We have a position available in our company
for
1-800-477-2233_
a professional person. The successful
candidate
should have a college degree, knowledge
of
COURIER-Journal is lookcomputers, excellent communication skills, and
a
ing for a self motivated
minimum of 3 years work experience. We offer
indivisligk in Murray to do
an
outstanding compensation package, including
telerring. If interested
fringe benefits and the opportunity for advanceplease call 1-800-866-2211
ment.
Ext. 4140. Ask for Joe CoffSend resume to:
man between 8am-4pm,
Mon-Fri.
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, Inc.
DISHWASHER Sat and
Route 4
Sun Breakfast and lunch
Murray, KY 42071
only. Will train Apply in
person: Fern Terrace
Lodge 1505 Stadium View
Dr. EOE
•EXTRA INCOME "91 —
'Earn a second income
without a second job" Earn
$500-$1000 for a better life
for you and your family No
experience necessary Will
teach with simple instructions Don't Wait! Make
Easy Money Send a
stamped addressed envelope to B&B Mailing Service
P.O. Draw 601532 Miami,
FLorida 33160
FULL and part-time position now available at Sub.
Way. Must be 18yrs. or older.
Please apply in person: 508 N.
12th St.
NURSES AID: 2 positions
3-9pm, 1 Mon-Fri, 1 Sat
and Sun. Will train. Pleasant atmosphere Good
working conditions. Apply
in person. Fern Terrace
Lodge 1505 Stadium View
Dr EOE.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS.
Now accepting applications for dietary
aids, 12 Noon-8:30
p.m. Starting salary
S3.80. Full or parttime. Apply in person.
West View
Nursing Home,
1401 So. 16th St.
E.O.E. WF

MURRAY BOARD OF EDUCATION
HEAD START IS ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR:
LEAD TEACHER
Level I Approved Preschool Instructional
Personnel required with early childhood, child
development, elementary education background
with kindergarten emphasis or special education
certification valid for primary grades.
Applications are available at the Murray Board
of Education Office, 9th and Poplar.
Applications will be accepted until 4:00 p.m.
on January 7, 1990.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

SOCIAL WORKER/
DISCHARGE PLANNER
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has an
opening for a Social Worker/Discharge Planner,
The Social Worker will provide social work
services and discharge planning for the Hospital,
as well as providing social work services to
Hospice and Mental Health Care patients. Qualified applicants must possess a Master's Degree in
Social Work from an accredited university and
must be licensed to practice in the state of
Kentucky. Previous hospital/health/mental
health related experience preferred. Interested
individuals should send resume with letter of
interest to:
Jerry Thomas, Director of Personnel
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 762-1105
E.O.E.

LPN part-time position
available. Adolescent
Laurel Center Alcohol and
Drug Treatment at Parkway
Regional Hospital. Fulton,
Ky. Contact Marilee Baker
502-472-2522 ext. 350

NURSES Aiè PRN work
090
as neeered Prefer experiSituation
ence but will train. Work all
Wanted
shifts. Pleasant atmosphere Apply in person: EXPERIENCED mother
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505 will do babysitting in my
home. Any age, anytime.
Stadium
View Dr. EOE.
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A SMALL, local, fast growing References available
GED? Hope for the future? electrical business seeking Toys, lunch, snacks, etc.
You may qualify if: 'You do extremely dependable hard furnished. 753-0370 ask for
Laurie.
not have your GED or high working qualified electri
school diploma; 'You are cian with at least 4yrs. ex- I babysit in my home nights
between the ages of 16 & perience. Commercial, re- Call 759-1683
21 We are an E.O. E. This sidential, industrial, trouble
project is funded by the shooting. Salary based on
100
Western Kentucky Private experience and knowBusiness
Industry Council- J.T.P.A. ledge. Full-time position
Opportunity
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School available. Send resume to:
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , PO Box 303 Murray, Ky. T-SHIRT & cap screen
printing equipment. Com8a.m.-11.30a.m.
42071.
plete set up. Willing to train.
$ 4 50 0 .
Phone
800-523-7005

HOME/ RUN
HOBBY SHOP

4th and Sycamore
769-1621
Home 753.1566
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sat. 10-6 p.m.
We have the largest selection of sports
cards, packs, and supplies in Murray.

Great Christmas Gift Ideas
For The Young and Old!

110
Wont
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm.
CASH for mobile home axles and tires. We will remove. 527-9063

Articles
For Sale

YEAR END SALE
10%-20% Off
Selected Merchandise

5.x8* trailer with tilt bed
black, wire mesh floor
$400 Bhp Briggs and Stra
ton motor, horizontal shaft
$200. 753-7387

December 27, 28, 29
,61444
im.

COMPLETE CP/M computer system: printer, modem,
software, word processor,
data processor, graphics,
and DeBase $500
753-8024, 762-299k

BASEBALL cards Buy, sell
and trade 759-1683

'Bridles crs 'Britches
'Wboarrer Yaw it* • Your'm aft' he SO6"

Hwy. 94 E
One Mbire

SPA for sale 753-3488 after 6pm

Murray
769-4408

30 electric Frigidaire
range, green. Good condition. $75 After 5pm,
759-1293.
160
Home
Fumble",
C
Living,tics eves bedroom,2 1/2 bath,formal
living rOom and dining. Two-car garage and much,
much more. Loaned just minium from Mem on two
acres with barn.3000sq.ft.1ustS110,000.MIS*2725.

Roberts Realty

414 S. 12th

753-1651

„flissellswwe.

A

KITCHEN -Aid portable
dish washer, kitchen table
with four chairs 435-4186
LIGHT mauve swivel
rocker, excellent condition
753-9930

SLEEPER sofa, swive
rocker 753-6588

Antique Chest
of Drawers

$200
753-8788
after 5 p.m.

Murray Ledger & Times
'nn
Business
Rentals

Firewood
A1A firewood. Seasoned
oak. $25 delivered, $20
pickup 492-8254

490

430

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range o
OFFICE or store space, Real Estate services with a
available in Southside wide selection of quality
Shopping Center, Jan 1 homes, all prices
753-4509 753-6612
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
Apartments
For Rent

2BR carport, central H/A,
stove, refrigerator No pets
Deposit, lease, $350/mo.
18021
/
2 A
Monroe
1-502-527-7382 after 5pm

530
Used
Care

Ionian
Mond

1986 DELTA 88 Royale
Dark blue, 44,000 miles
$6200 753-3682 or
759 4884

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663

Real
Estate

4 CAR shop with office
753-9386 753-4509

1BR furnished apartment.
Close to university and hospital_ Some utilities paid.
753-8756 or 753-4012

210
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440
Lots
For Sale
BEAUTIFUL single family
dwelling lot All city utilities
including city cablevision
Joining the city limes at
Westend of Gatesborough
Call 753 5541, 753-4060

1987 WHITE Grand Am LE
49xxx, excellent condition,
$5900 753 5094 after
5pm

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
1989 FORD Taurus GL and Cooling Service ComCharcoal with gray velour plete service on all central
interior Fully loaded, one cooling, all makes and
owner, low miles, extra models Call Gary at
nice Must sell! 753-0509 or 759-4754
759-1543
ANY type odd jobs Call
E-Z Auto Sales Hwy 94E t Robert Prescott 753-2054
0% financing Buy here. LICENSED for electric
pay here 474-8883. gas, refrigeration Installa436-2606. 474-2205
tion and repair Free estimates 753-7203

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

2BR duplex, nice neighbor450
hood, newly decorated. ReFarms
FIREWOOD for sale Also ferences, deposit required.
For Sale
tree service 436-2562, No pets. $275/mo.
436-2758
436-2816 anytime
53 ACRES sowed down,
FIREWOOD Seasoned or 2BR duplex in Northwood fenced, and Water Lots o
woods. $35,000 Wood to
green Also slab wood $295/nio 759 4406
sale 753-3625
Charles Barnett 753-5476
2BR duplex. $300/mo. DeFIREWOOD for sale. $30 posit required Quiet area. THE old home
place beckrick delivered and stacked. 753-9240.
ons a return to this 150 acre
489-2495 or 753-8059.
farm 5 miles west of PuOAK and hickory firewood land 28R apartments near ryear, TN Lovely building
for sale. Immediate deliv- downtown Murray. site, with corn, wheat, and
tobacco bases Priced right
ery. $30 per rick now. 753-4109.
at $55,000 Call Joan at
753-4120
APARTMENT in Murray. Kopperud
Realty
Has kitchen with stove, re- 753-1222
2d0
frigerator, etc. Includes
bathroom, carpeted. 1
Miscellaneous
460
block from MSU campus.
Homes
28ft. GOOSENECK trailer. $170/mo . includes utilities.
For Sale
New paint, tires, wiring, and Call 759-4104.
floor. D 753-1725, N
NEW 2br duplex with car- Owner anxious to sell - 3b
498-8950.
172 bath, 2-car garage,
port 710 Sycamore and
brick
home in Panorama
Doll houses and furniture 1821
Ridgewood
Shores. Available immediCuba Rd , Mayfield 753-7457.,
ately. 753-6339.
247-5936
NEW duplex on Northwood
FABRIC•FABRIC*FABRIC Drive. 2br, central gas H/A.
SMALL well-built home,
/
1
2 OFF SALE. Country Re- All appliances including lovely setting
on 6 acres 3
mnants Hwy 68-641 Draf- dishwasher and micro- miles
east of Hardin on
tenville, Marshall County wave $385/mo 1 year Hwy.
80. 2 miles north on
next to Bonanza. Mon-Sat. lease Available Jan 1 Call 1364.
$45,000. Call any10-5pm
days 753-3153, evenings time
354-6078.
753-7900
PROOF sets and silver dollars make fine presents for NICE 2br apartment. Unevery occasion! If we don't furnished except for stove,
HOMESELLERS
have the date you need, refrigerator and AC No
REALTY
we'll get it at no extra cost to pets. 753-9612.
753-0375
you. Check our U S and NICE large 2br apartment.
foreign coins, proof sets Central H/A, washer/dryer
19111 N. I.2th NI
and silver dollars at the Ox hook-up, stove/refrigerator
BEDROOM, 2 BATH
Yoke Antique Store furnished. Deposit and reONE ON 4 ACRES!!
(Hazel), Treasure House ferences required. Firick ranch, 2 car prage.
ireplace, large eat-in kitchen.
(Murray), the Mercantile 753-0859.
10 ma. east of Murray. 3,150
(Aurora), Olde Tobacco
.f.
under roof. $79,000 43(,Towne (Mayfield), and the ONE-room, partially furn7191-1IomeSellers 753-0375
ished
sleeping
rooms
with
Book Rack on E. Wood
REAT HOME IN
Street in Paris. We buy shared kitchen and bathLMO! 539.900 3 134
coins and offer professional rooms; central H/A. LoBrick
ranch over I acre with
/
2 blocks from Faappraisals of estates cated 11
ssumable VA loan
Many
culty
$125/mo.
Hall.
includfeatures.539,900 753-0530
753-4161.
ing utilities. Call Camela at
WOODEN storage build- 753-1792.
BEST LOTS IN TOWN!
'heck out the possibilities
ings: 8x16' starts at $1095;
2BR
Alt underground utilities
apartment
near
Uni10x16' $1424.50; 12x24'
00D(i ATE ESTATES!
$2395. Other sizes avail- versity Good condition, ap'all HomeSellers 753-0375
able. Ac,ree Portable Build- pliances furnished"- Available now. Coleman RE
ings 502-247-7831
)WNER WANTS OFFER!
753-9898.
Frame home in good shape
Nice outbuilding on 300' deep
250
WE have nice br du05 $28,500 817 S 4th St
*Business
753-8651
or 753-0375
plexes, 2bd townhouses,
Services
also 2br, 2 bath with den
WE HELP YOU SELL!!!
PRIVATE Investigator with $375-$500/mo Coleman
HOMESELLERS
753-9898
RE
22 years city and state investigation experience
The New Revolution
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
In Real Estate
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty. Call 2Bdrm house 12miles from
Confidential Investigations, Murray on East 94
(502)753-2641.
Motorcycles
$200/mo plus deposit
SHARP copiers Author- 354-6729
1981 HONDA Odyssey
ized dealer for sales, ser- 2BR home with 11
/
2 bath good condition 492-8425
vice, supplies, parts and No pets! Deposit $285/mo
rental units_ Local com- Must have references!
480
pany. Call 1-800-248-4319 759-9440
Auto
Services
2BR
house
$250
plus
de270
posit. Appliances furn- ALL auto repair 753-4314
Mobilo
ished. Call 753-2967.
Homes For Sale
NEW and used tires Kuy
Auto
Parts Hwy 121S
3BR
house
with
carport,
CHRISTMAS CASH
central gas heat and air. On 753-5500
MANUFACTURERS' RE
BATES OR DEFERRED both city and county school
PAYMENTS thru Dec. 31, bus routes. Phone
plus quality homes at afford- 435-4186
able prices all year long. LARGE 5br house, gas
Come see us at BARGAIN heat, near hospital $350 1972 VEGA with 400cu in
HOME CENTER, Hwy 641 plus deposit 753-1513
small block V-8. Black
South, Paris, TN,
paint, needs some worK
NICE
gas
2br
heat,
WO
901-644-1176.
hookup, dishwasher,stove, $300 Call 759-4104
LANDLORDS (;ET RI- refrigerator. deck 811 Col- 1976 OLDSMOBILE 98
CHER while you're losing dwater Rd $325/mo Cole- Regency Like new $2300
hard earned cash! I3uying man RE 753-9898_
753-4481
your
home is a smart
REAL
CHARM
ER
1980 CHEVY Caprice
move and payments arc usually lower than rent!! ‘Vhat- 2Bedrm Murray location. Classic 2 door $1800
ever your needs, BARGAIN New central gas heat and Great shape 759-1893
HOME CENTER has a air Includes refrigerator, 1981 HONDA
Civic 2 door
home to fit your family, your washer and dryer Tons of hatchback 5 speed,
good
budget and your lifestyle! storage! Discounted rent condition $1400
D
Hwy 641 South, Paris, TN, $400 753-8734
753-1725, N 498-8950
901-644-1176.
TOP NOTCH 3br 11
/
2 bath,
very nice area! Gas pack 1982 MAZDA 626 extra
YEAR END SUPER
heat and central air, ap- clean, loaded 489-2218
SALE!! Prices never lower
pliances, attached garage 1983 CHRYSLER New
thru Dec. 31! Our loss is your
Discounted rent $450 Yorker 5th Ave 77xxx act
gain! Come see us at BAR.
miles, 1 owner, new tires
GAIN HOME CENTER. 753-8734
753-7668 days, 759-1928
Hwy 641 South, Paris, TN,
3110
nights
901-644-1176.
Pats
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
& SuPPIled
vehicles from $100 CorvetMobile
AKC Ronweiller puppies
tes, Chevys Porsches and
Homes For Rent
436-5265
other confiscated proper2BR mobile home no pets AKC Scottish Terrier, ties For Buyers Guide
753-9866
wheaten male puppy (800)772-9212 ext 1774
Also open evenings and
$150
Shots completed
TRAILER for rent or option
weekends
to buy 2br, located in 489-2495
Stella Days 527-1987, GENTLE female
painted 1983 OLDS Cutlass wa
evenings 354-6335
pony, 10yrs old $200 gon good condition Call
759-4431
after 4pm 395-7986
300
GOLDEN Retreiver pup- 1984
Business
MERCURY Marquis
pies Registered AKC V6, local
Rentals
car excellent
champions in field, show,
1 950 753-4389 or
temperament Great family 753 5960
SHOP or storage building
dogs, playmate for kids,
1400sq tt neat and clean
hunting companion for 1984 TRANS Am $3995
v. mile outside Stella
Dad 354-8168 Visa Phone 753 3704 1601
489-2731
Loth Lomond
Mastercard accepted

Services.
Offend

1966 CHEVY step-side,
new paint, extra sharp Mechanically excellent
489-2435
1975 FORD F100 6 cylinder, standard transmission,
body rough D 753-1725, N
498-8950
1978 CJ7 Jeep, V 8
753-6308.
1985 CJ7 Jeep soft top
5-speed. pis 436-2755 or
436-5250
FOR sale or trade 1982
Jeep p'u Laredo, V-8. short
bed wliner Auto, tilt,
cruise, AM/FM cassette,
lock outs, all power, 2tone
blue Excellent condition,
77xxx miles 436-2977
510
Campers
AVION 1983 30ft Rea
bath, center twins, zip doe
awnings all around, like
new inside and out, loaded
753-4960 or 753-0114.

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your . ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravc I sand, dirt, driveneeds
way roc K 753-4545,
G and A Construction Qual- 753-6763
ity work at affordable
prices Porch and deck STEWART S Hauling trash and garbage pickup
spec Room additions
Door and window installa- Serving all of Calloway
County 436-5236
tion Finish carpentry work
Free estimates Call SUREWAY Tree & Stump
753-1126 or 436-2617 after Removal Insured with full
4pm
line of equ:pment including,
GENERAL Repair plumb- 60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
ing, roofing, tree work
operation at a lower com436-2642
petitive cost Free estimates
without obligation
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com- Day or rite. 753-5484
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica- VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
tions. Call Sears 753-2310 Service Center. cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
for free estimate.
$35, all brands 3rd StreLt
G W CONSTRUCTION, Almo, Open 9-12,
1-5
Gerald Walters roofing. Mon -Fri . 753-0530
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone WILL do plumbing All gur!
anteed. 435-4169
489-2267
HAULING. yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates 759-1683

EXCELLENT 1985 24ft
Itasca motor home
$22,500 753-4389 or
753-5960

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and coofng bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

Services
Offered

KENNEY Travis Trenching
Seovice Hau!ing and Excavating. 759-1039 after 4pm

A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees,
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects_ Call A-1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906.

FREE to good horri2
Friendly medium sizcd
mixed breed male dog 1 2
years old 492-8921
FREE to good home 1,
Doberman
country
Ronweiler, good watch
dog 502-345-2799

CUSTOM LIMIER CAIINCTS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc. Free estimates.
489-2303.

vs

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & sew our showroom
SUNBURY MURRAY Bored EiLemy &sac

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632.

409

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates, benefits, and service.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436584.8

MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

7 companies
NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
3 companies
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
3 companies

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn. operator: 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664
BLOCK brick, concrete,
drive ways, foundation,
bases, patios, chimneys,
repair work. Charles Barnett, 753-5476

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUITIES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

CARPENTER, commercial
or residential work New
homes, additions, outbuildings, decks, fences, replacement windows Fast
quality service Call
759-1424 after 5pm

ON411

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray, Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

AL21
IMF -T.IIPIPP
Alpine 7904
FM/AM

Compact Disc Player with 16 Bit, 8x Oversamp
ling
Digital Fitter, Dual DigitaVAnalog
Converters, Alpine's proprietary T-1 Oil Tuner with 18 Station
Presets, Digital Clock and other
technical and convenience features
for sonic excellence and
exceptional perforniance.
Reg. $500
Now

Sun
set Boulevard Music
Dixt•tand Ctr. Chestnut St. •Murray, Ky • 753-0113
Best Selection of Tapes & Compact Discs in Town

,

••••••
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FDA says it will begin testing raw milk

OBITUARIES
Steve Wilson
Services for Steve Wilson were
today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
R.B. Barton and the Rev. David
Brasher officiated. Mrs. Olivene
Erwin was organist.
Burial was in Ledbetter
Cemetery.
Mr. Wilson, 37, Rt. 3, Murray,
died Wednesday at 11:15 a.ni. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Joyce Underhill Wilson, to whom
he was married on Sept. 19, 1990;
two daughters, Misty Dawn Wilson
and Sheena Marie Wilson, Almo;
his father, Hoyt Wilson, Henry,
Tenn.; his mother and stepfather,
Betty and Lynn Ball, Paris, Tenn.;
two stepdaughters, Misty Joy Duncan and Angel Nicole Duncan,
Murray; one stepson, Adam Ray
Duncan, Murray; one brother, Marty Wilson and wife, Bernice, Paris,
Tenn.

Mrs. Mary Christine Graham
Mrs. Mary Christinc Graham, 80,
of 1415 Hillwood Dr., Murray,
died Thursday at Murray-Calloway
Coutily Hospital.
The widow of W.H. Graham, she
and her late husband were former
owners and managers of Murray
Plaza Court for about 30 years.
She was a member of St. Leo
Catholic"'Church, former member
of Murray Woman's Club, and a
charter member of Murray Country
Club.
Born Dec. 17, 1910, in Lowell,
Mass., she was the daughter of the
late James F. Scully and Jane Ellen
Feeney Scully. Three deceased
brothers are James F. Scully, Charles Scully and George Leo Scully.
Survivors include one nephew,
George Scully and wife, Ruth Ann,
Louisville; one stepson, Bill Graham Jr., South Carolina.
Services will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Fr. Larry McBride

Mrs. Gladys Etherton
Mrs. Gladys Etherton, 80, of 811
South Ninth Si., Murray, died
today at 7:35 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Robert Ethcrton,
died Nov. 6, 1981.
She was a member of First
United Methodist Church.
Born March 13, 1910, in Murphysboro, Ill., she was the daughter
of the late William Elmore and
Lynn Bonham Elmore.
Mrs. Etherton is survived by two
sons, Robert C.(Bob) Etherton and
wife, Jean, 814 Bagwell, Murray,
and William K.(Bob) Etherton and
wife, Elaine, Rt. 4, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Charlotte Board and

husband, Chester, Cape Coral, Fla.
Also surviving are six grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Monday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Nowell Bingham will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murra,
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 2 to 8 p.m. Sunday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Memorial Fund of
First United Methodist. Churchor
to the new Murray State University
Athletic Complex.

Charles Noel Starks
The funeral for Charles Noel
Starks will be Saturday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Joe Piercey will officiate.
Burial will follow in Barnett
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call from 2 to 7
p.m. today (Friday.) at the funeral
home*
The family requests that expressions of sympathy. take the form of

donations to American Cancer Society or any charity.
Mr. Starks, 71, died ibliednesday
morning at his home on Rt. 5,
Benton.
Survivors are his v,ife, Mrs. Sarah Starks; three sisters, Mrs. Evalena Thompson, Hardin. Mrs. Maude
Deason, Qwensboro, and Mrs.
Ruby Russell, St. Petersburg, Fla.,
one brother. Paul Starks, Springfield, Mo.

State sealed in icy cocoon
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Aside from people in the state's
tiny skiing industry, most Kentuckians were having a bad time of it
Thursday as snow, sleet and freezing rain temporarily sealed the
state in an icy cocoon-7
The metropolitan areas of Louisville, Lexington and( Covington got
between 3 and 4 inches of snow.
Western, southwestern and southcentral Kentucky points were
experiencing mostly freezing rain
throughout the day, the National
Weather Service said.
Owensboro in western Kentucky
saw early morning snow change to
sleet, then freezing rain and more
snow through the course of the
day.
Rains were expected to wash
most of the state's snow away by
Friday.
The weather service put most of
the state under a winter weather
advisory Thursday afternoon.
Morning temperatures ranging from
15 in the north to 28 at London in
southcentral Kentucky produced
slick conditions as the wet precipitation hit the freezing road
surfaces.
In downtown Lctlisville, a
Transportation Authority of River
City passenger bus skidded on the
slippery streets and smashed into
utility pore. crushing a phone booth
in the process, said Police Sgt. Carl
Yates.
Yates said no one was in the
phone booth at the time and that no
injuries were reported on the bus.
Louisville police had handled nearly 150 accidents between 6 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. EST, said Sgt.
Michael Dossett.
Overall, Kentucky's state police
posts and municipal police departments had little more than fenderbenders to report.
Alex Beauvois, a forecaster for

the weather service, said a warm
front from the west was interacting
with little disturbances in the state
to produce what he called a "marginal rain-snow -sleet thing."

Disabled veterans
start new year
without raise
in their benefits
By ROBERT GREENE

James R.
Stubblefield
Funeral rites for James R. Stubblefield are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Ronald Cruse
is officiating.
Burial will follow in Oak Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Stubblefield, 54, Rt. 8, Mayfield, died Wednesday' at 5 a.m. at
his home.
Born Aug. 25, 1936, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
Flem Stubblefield and Hazel Carr
Stubblefield.
Survivors are two daughters,
.Mrs. Toni McClaran, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Gail Rodgers, Farmington;
one son, Nick Stubblefield, and his
stepmother, Mrs. Ruby _Stubblefield, Mayfield: five grandchildren.

Court rules Kentucky law allows
attorney general to file bid-rigging suit
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky law does not bar the
attorney general from filing a federal bid-rigging suit against milk
suppliers for dozens of school districts, the state Supreme Court said.
That apparently cleared the way
for trial of the lawsuit in U.S. District Court at London. The Supreme
Court's action Thursday, a certification of the state law, was
requested by U.S. District Judge
Eugene Siler.
The suit by state Attorney

Prices as of 10:00 AM
":7N7
Industrial Average................•21;)
Previous Close-—.2625.50
Air Products............... 553/s - 'Is
( A.T.C-Class A ..-.....351/3B 361/4A
AT&T
30 • Vs
Bank of Murray ..................135B
Bell South ...................-543/4 + 1/4
Briggs & Stratton
251/2 + 1/4
Chrysler
12% unc.
CSX Corp..............— 317/1 + 1/4
Dean Foods
40 • 1/2
Dollar Gen. Store.....73/sB 7'/I A
Exxon.
-513/s + 1/1
Ford
26'/s + 1/4
General Motors
343/6 + 1/4
' Goodrich .....-----___367/s - 3/s
Goodyear .....----......-183/1 • I/s
I.B.M...........................-1133/4 - 1/s
Ingersoll Rand.
371/s +
K Mart....................._ 273/1 unc.
Ky. UtIlities....------.211/1 - 1/s
Kroger...-.............—....-.133/s - Vs
Lou. G & E.....401/4 - 1/4
, McDonalds
UPI. unc. ,
,.JCPenney......—......- 431/1 + 'Is
(
1 Quaker Oats
501 • 'Is
" Sears ........................... 253/s + 1/s
Snap-On Toots
301/4 • 3/s
Texaco
601/4 - 1/4
Time-Warner ........----SW/2 - 1
c UST._.......-.-....-....... -35 + Vs
f Wal-Mart--......
301/4 - Vs
Woolworth ---301/1 - 1/4 )
C( C.F.F.
Yield.......................... 737

WASHINGTON — Disabled
veterans start the new year without
any cost-of-living increase in benefits. but key members of Congress
promise to change that.
"I've talked to the speaker and
he feels very strongly and told me
to be sure the COLA increase gets
into the March checks of the veterans," said Rep. G.V. "Sonny"
Montgomery, the chairman of the
House Veterans Affairs Committee.
An omnibus veterans bill that
included the cost-of-living increase
died in the last Congress because
of a dispute over benefits for
Vietnam veterans exposed to Agent
Orange.
The bill would have required an
outside panel to examine scientific
evidence to determine if there are
links between the dioxin contaminated herbicide and health
problems experience by Vietnam
veterans.

Parks Dept. to conduct
hearing on rate increase
The Kentucky Department of
Parks will conduct a public hearing
on a proposed rate increase for slip
rentals at Kenlake State Resort
Park Marina at the Kenlake State
Resort Park Lodge, Room C, on
January 9, 1991 at 6:30 p.m. CST.

Please pick up any repairs or
layaways you may have with us.

LINDSEY'S JEWELRY
753-1610

eral Fred Cowan alleges 115 Kentucky school systems were overcharged millions of dollars from
1979'4o 1988 by 15 companies that
conspired to rig contract bids.
The companies contended that a
statute governing the recovery of
school funds required a separate
suit in the circuit court of each district's county.
But a majority of the Supreme
Court said the law in question "is
not a limiting statute on the general
-powers of the attorney general."

DATEBOOK
(Conrd from page 7)

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Market News Strike December 211, 1990
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report bdes 4
Buying Stations Receipts Act 301,IA 450 Barrows& Gill
.34 higher, Sows gead1-1.01 higher
US 1-2 2311-291 Lw
Sst 410-4636
US 1-2 210.2311 lb.
54300.4530
US 2-3 236-260 Ris
Siti.51-44.114
US 3-4 260-770 lbs
_Rais 611-43.541
Sowis
US 1.2 276-391 bs-$.35.00-3700
US 1-3 300-411 Lw116.1111-37.50
US 1.3 104525 11,4
0.311.011
US 1-3 525 and up
54400.4711
US 2-3 310-500 lbs
$34 &IMAM
Bean 530.011-31.40

Watch Night service set
Bethel Fellowship Church, located on Highway 94 East, will have a
Watch Night service on New Year's Eve, Monday, Dec. 31, starting at 7
p.m. The public is invited to attend, according to a church spokesperson.

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

ain Insurance Agency
614 S. 4th St.

Stock Market
Report

Rep. Ted Weiss, D-N.Y.,
attacked the plan as inadequate.

system will1111 another layer of
protection for consumers:"

urraN

733-0632

Community...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Sunday, Dec. 30
Eastwood Baptist Church will
have a Fellowship Hour following
the 6 p.m. service.

1990 Chevrolet Cavalier

Reach-out Callers V will meet at
5 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Presentation and installation of
new officers for 1991 will be at 11
a.m. service at Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
Barlow House Museum at Barlow will be open from 110 4 p.m.
Admission is free.

).e•

8,900
Blue, automatic, A/C, sunroof, 8,xxx miles.
GM

641 South

753-2617

Parts
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NEW YEAR'S SPECIALS
Friday, Dec. 28th through Tuesday, Jan. 1st
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Additional Information Available
e-Upon Request.
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414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

Associated Press Writer

WE WILL BE CLOSING
DECEMBER 29

Downtown — (rt. Sq.

will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 10 a.m. Saturday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
contributions to St. Leo Catholic
Church.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration said
Thursday it will test raw milk
weekly around the nation to determine if it contains certain
antibiotics.
The agency said 250 locations
across the country will be chosen
for testing and raw milk samples
will be collected each week from
five of these sites, selected
randomly.
The samples will be tested for
the presence of eight sulfa drugs
and three tetracycline drugs. The
FDA said that when residues are
found, the states will be told and
the agency will help track down the
source.
"As newer analytical methods
become available, milk will be
monitored for additional drugs,"
the FDA Siid in a statement. "The

Chesnut St.
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*Up to 10 Items
*Original Crust

Walter's Pharmacy

Safe & Healthful Travel
-Getting sidi Wile trawling. espeaely to toregn
courtnes can be a Inctiening operence c
Mina paenbal health ;attars while away from
her take Me lolicwrg trecautons
°Man al necessary raccnatas ard mmuniza
tors
-In areas *here travelers dartse and pastoriestra1
parasec realms oxur, avad tap weler, ce caws
fresh vegetables and Outs, raw a undercooked
meat fsh, party ard dairy products Use trollied
water to( thin and brushrg sett
possbie avoid purchasirg miecicaors outside the
us
-Avoid awing perfume or cobgre where meters s
prevalart Fragrancis sorreomes attract diseasecarrying meets
-Be sure to take adequate stopies of al your
mediators, axl bnrg tem n ter owe!cortarers
-Carry an extra par ol eyiKtasses or colacts and a
copy ot )our ere prescroton
-Haw a terra! &eat* before deparbrg
ru are over age 40, haw an Medrocarclogram
(EGG)betore Warm tore ard hew a copy al it *eh
You
Vow an itlarlication bra:slol cr reddace lion you
blood twe ord alerpes or carry a summary of your
medical *tory
-Your he* II, bdcenoolc Innol or tor gv•ablotod
should Mode frsi-oid Kip* a termometer a
mid par refever. hytkoartaarasom, an antaad
haulm, cloth,* modicallo1 colOcokl lognedies
arabstarrins, nesal oivay sursasK nn sO
nets mediation ard reed repellert
For more donator about a heettlui %Gator Ask
your pharmecel

753-6656

Buy any Large Pizza at Regular Price
Get Second Large for

Member New York, Arnencan and 0.4•Iwest Sloc•
Exchanges and S.I.P.0

Capsule
Summary
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist
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Only $199
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'Must present coupon
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(Expires Jan. 1st)
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when ordering
'Not good with any other special
-1

DELIVERY
ALL DAY
11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
NEW YEAR'S DAY
ra
2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza Buffet
Plus...2 Large Drinks
*Lunch or Dinner
Buffet

40/

•

(Expires Jan. 1st)

•

Only $699
*Must present coupon
when ordering
'Not good with any other special le

•
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•
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519 S. 12th • 753-7688

'We acrpt Blue Cross Blue Shield,
PCS and others.
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